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Expectant Mother Is
Stabbed In Stomach

Boy,18, Held Without
Bond On Charge Of
Slaying Minister, 27

26-year-old
A
expectant his wife's stomach.
mother is fighting for her life
The victim's mother, Mrs.
In John Gaston, hospital this Laura Bankston of 1111 Colweek after having been stab- lege st., said that her daughbed in the stomach by her ter had had Smith arrested on
husband last Tuesday night. previous occasions for misThe victim, who was six treating her, "but this is the
months pregnant, is Mrs. Vera worst I have ever heard anyGrace Smith of 366-F S. Wel- one doing."
lington St. Held on an attempt
Mrs. Bankston said she was
to murder charge is G. W. told by a hospital employee
Smith, a sanitation worker. that it would be almost imHe claims he is innocent.
possible for doctors to save
According to Homicide Capt. the life of the unborn child.
E. C. Swann, the couple, who
Al Police
Headquarters,
have four children, got into an Smith said that he was sorry
argument while Smith was that his wife was hurt, but
drunk and the man grabbed he swore that he had nothing
a knife and plunged it into to do with it.

Boycott
Ends At
Lane

filusic's Charm Fails
On Thugs Near Church

JACKSON, Tenn, — Order
has been re-established at
Lane College campus, followGREEK OF THE YEAR
ing a three-day boycott of the
Greek of the Year award is being presented to Louis B.
school's dining hall by the maThieves and robbers were compartment looted in t h e
Hobson, principal of Manassas high school, ;right) by
jority of students last week.
busy in the 1000 block of Mis- Bonds' vehicle. Some books
The boycott was sparked after
Thaddeus T. Stokes, editor of the Tri State Defender.
sissippi blvd., last Saturday were ignored on the back seat.
an 18-year-old freshman was
night, but their efforts in
The award is presented to an outstanding fraternity or
Apparently finding car lootexpelled as results of his refront of the Mississippi Blvd. ing a poor venture for the
sorority member each year, by the Memphis Pan-Hellenic
marks about the school's dietiSeventh Day Adventist church night, one of the prowlers reCouncil.
tian, in charge of preparing
did not pay off. The total take mained for the end of the promeals for students.
was a used man's hat.
gram to try and snatch a
Expelled but later reinstated
While members of the con- pocketbook.
on "probation" was Edward
gregation were inside listenThe thug made the imstake
"Ed" Manney of Chicago, Ill.
ing to a concert by members of selecting Mrs. Ross Marr of
He is reported to have gone
of the Oakwood College choir 835 Baltimore for his victim.
to the dining room on Jan. 18
directed by Mrs. Johnnie Mae Not only did Mrs. Marr have
and looked at the food being
Pierre-Louis, a thief or thieves a firm grip on her purse, but
served, then remarked "you
were outside looking in car she has one of the highest somust be crazy serving weiners
windows, searching for some- piano voices in the church's
NEW YORK—The national
In the lead column, he six times within two weeks."
thing to steal.
No. 1 choir.
out
that
"a
few
of
National
Associpointed
office of the
The remarks had references
Victims of the thugs were ROBBER RUNS
board to the die .tian.
Pedro Is. Blind of 73.5. Walkar. When Mae, Marc" sereart atir for the Advancement of the newer (NAACP)
ave., and Elder Charles for help pierced the night air, Culbred People denied, last metpbers developed a move- The dietitian reported Man- •
staff.
eph, who accompanied Mrs. the robber decided he waS week the existence of an ''un- ment to have Peace Corps ney to the administrative
committee
eph and Mr. and Mrs. Solo- working in the wrong neigh- derground group" in their staffer Franklin Williams A disciplinary
meeting was called by the
mon Outlaw from Greenwood, borhood and fled to the rear ranks determined to "dump" named to replace Wilkins."
Williams is a director of Dean of Men. Manney was
Miss., for the musical ,pro- of the Sarah Brown branch of Executive Secretary Roy Wilkins.
Peace Corps work in Africa questioned by the committee,
gram.
the YWCA.
and was formerly an NAACP which recommended that he
USE SAME METHOD
The strap on Mrs. Marr's
The rumor of the "dump
expelled.
The vent glasses on the side- purse was broken, but it re- Wilkins" campaign first attorney in San Francisco at- be
tached to the organization's When word spread over the
walk side of both cars were mained in her possession.
emerged in the New York
either smashed or pried open. Police were called to the Amsterdam News, a powerful West Coast bureau.
YOUNG WIDOW AND CHILDREN
An old hat was taken from area, but no arrests were Negro weekly, in a column 'NO SUCH PROPOSAL'
stabbed and left to die on a highway near
Mrs. Mary Lee Myers, widow of Rev.
In a telephone conversation
the Josephs' car, and the glove made.
written by James Booker.
Forest Hills, Mrs. Myers and her children
Johnny Lee Myers, pastor of two Baptist
with the Defender, NAACP
are presently thing with her parents at
public relations director Henchurches at time he was slain, poses here
ry Lee Moon said that "no
408 Gracewood, An 18-year-old Colliervile
with their two children, Johnny Andre, one
such proposal took place on
youth reportedly admitted he killed the
year old, and Kelvin Vashon, who was
the floor of the board meetminister. iWithers Photo)
born four days after his father was brutally
ing. I know, because I was
there."
Moon said that as far as he I
knew "there is no under- r
GREENSBORO, N. C. — A which have been reported to of our fraternity."
chapter of a fraternity h a s cause destruction of property, He added, the "foolishness" ground movement to oust Wilmade a move which could well maiming and even death pro- has not only been a waste of kins and replace him with
have a favorable impact on ceeding and during initiating time for pledgees, but for Williams, or for that matter,
the initiating tactics of all ceremonies.
anybody."
members, themselves.
At the time the call was
undergraduate irate rnitie s, The undergraduate, Mu Psi The first step, McClenney
chapter of the Omega Psi Phi said, will be to reduce the made, Wilkins was said to
fraternity located at A & T pledge period from six-months have been in Dayton, Ohio,
An 18-year-old youth, who ty Homicide department re- dead man s car.
Capt. Hood said that Guy
on a speaking tour.
college has adopted a new pro- to a mere six-weeks.
claimed: "Something came ceived credit for solving the
denied that his motive was
gram for pledging and initiat- Pledgees will be assigned
Moon also denied a report
over me," was arrested last crime.
either robbery or an attempt
ing new members. The new projects which will contribute by the columnist that there
week and charged with first ROUTINE WORK
EDWARD MANNEY
"It took a lot of leg work on to steal the car, His only readegree murder in the slaying
ST. LOUIS, Mo, — A long- program is aimed at eliminat- to their continued cultural and was a move afoot to have the
was,
standing policy of segregation ing much of the time-wasting academic development, quite NAACP's president elected at campus about the "expelling" of Rev. Johnny Lee Meyers of the part of the two officers son for the slaying
he
in St. Louis city jail and work- antics which the organization unlike the original approach. the annual convention as op- a boycott of the dining room Collierville on Tuesday night, to solve the murder." Homicide "something came over me,"
Capt. W. M. Hood explained, pleaded innocent in court,
house has ended with a public has, in the past, been requir- All other regulations requir- posed to the present method was quietly and orderly put Jan. 14.
ed by the college, the frater- of electing him by the Board in effect by the vast majority
Held without bond for the "and the police in Collierville LOST WEAPON
4rmouneement by Public Wel- ed of pledgees.
Guy reportedly admitted
stabbing to death of the pop- worked with them, Officers
fare Director Chester Stovall. The fraternity was establish- nity and the local Pan-Hel- of Directors.
of students.
In recent weeks, Wilkins When the college's president ular young minister was John Vandiveer and Wall worked' stabbing the victim while he
The policy change is the re- ed at A & T in 1927 but lenic Council will be strictly
sult of complaints filed with whose initiation practices have adherred to, the Omega head has been under fire by various learned of the boycott he call- Albert Guy, son of Mr. and around the clock to find the was still seated behind the
civil rights groups across the ed a meeting at which time Mrs. Allie Joe Guy of 1862 murderer, and questioned peo- wheel, He also confessed to
the Council On Human Rela- changed little during the last indicated.
that
tions by two CORE attorneys three decades.
McClenney said "we are country for his stand on a the decision to "expel" Man- Houston Levee rd., Collier- ple in Germantown, Forest having dropped the knife
-Hill and Collierville until they he used on the preacher someEarl H. McClenney, Jr., of hoping that other fraternities proposed New York school ney was reversed. It is believed ville.
'who, themselves, were city
where between the murder
Guy was arrested one week received a clue,"
that this is the second time in
prisoners. They are Charles Lawrenceville, Va., head of at A & T will follow a similar boycott.
According to one report, the scene and his grandmother's
Oldham. former CORE national the local chapter, said this policy."
Wilkins' position is that the 82-year history of the col- after the slaying of the 27house. ,Capt. Hood said that it
chairman and Raymond How- week, "We have finally got the
parents should debate the is- lege that such a decision has year-old pastor of Hammond officers' investigation turned
about has not been found. The
knew
witness
who
Arup
a
at
time
church
The
first
Baptist
reversed,
Grove
been
ard. The two, along with 17 courage to put to an end forsue
of
segregation in New
.
•
to homicide official would not
other CORE leaders, were jail- ever to these silly requireYork's schools while the chil- was about 15 years ago, ac- lingtton and Mt. Pisgah Bap- the youth's having ridden
tist church at Olive Branch, a filling station at which the reveal whether any bloodstain
ed in for eight days during ments in initiates and pledgdren remain. This was in- cording to a report.
stopped on his way clothing belonging to Guy had
December on contempt charges ees over extended periods,
terpreted as a stand against Manney's probation provi- Miss. He was working with his minister
sions require him to perform father at the Germantown to school, The time coincided, been found.
*rising from the campaign to which are not only inconsista boycott set for Feb. 3.
The youth has no previous
and the murder scene was in
chores two hours a day on the school when arrested,
end discrimination in hiring at ent with the aims of the colcampus for an undetermined Lt, R. N. Vandiveer and Sgt. the vicinity at which the youth arrest record in Shelby Counthe Jefferson Bank and Com- lege community, but have no Three Negro girls have been
length of time. He was also F.T. Wall of the Shelby Coun- would have gotten out of the ty, but he does have one at
pany.
relationship with the ideals hired in clerical positions by
Des Moines, Iowa, where he
the local office of Southern
required to apologize to the
lived for two years before reBell Telephone Company. This
dietitian.
turning home just before
is the first time, it is believed
This is not, reportedly, the
Christmas.
that Negroes have been hired
first time that students have
Guy refused to talk with the
indicated dissatisfaction about
in such positions.
Tri - State Defender last
are: Miss Louise
the food. However, this is the
They
Wednesday after he w a s
first time that they were given
Reynolds, 2379 Cable St.; Miss
charged with first degree murA Maceo Walker, president to wide-spread overt action
Drucella Ingram, 832 Olympic
der and ordered held without
Two daily newspapers have, out by the commissioners.
St.; and Miss Allegro Ann of Universal Life Insurance about it. They have complained
bond.
Company, has resigned as about the quality and quanti- branded Bilbo Turner as an MOORE'S CONTENTION
Jones, 1263 Nicholas St.
Miss Reynolds attended Le- chairman of the executive ty of the food.
Although the present law
ardent segregationist, but he
Many of the students re- employs more Negroes in his empowers the mayor with the
Moyne college two years after board of the Tennessee Fedgraduating from Melrose high ration of Democratic Leagues. sumed eating in the dining- several businesses than the right to nominate the comschool in 1960. She was hired The announcement was made hall last Wednesday and by two papers themselves.
mittee, Commissioner James
as a mag clerk in the com- during an executive commit- Thursday the vast majority
Moore contends that he should
The Walter Chandler ClinThat fact was brought out
pany's accounting department tee meeting last Thursday had returned.
be the one to make the ap- ical Services Center will be
last Wednesday by Mayor Willast July. She is the daughter night.
privilege
that
pointments, since
The resignation was sent to
liam B. Ingram, Jr., during the was granted him under the dedicated during ceremonies
of Mr. and Mrs. Elijah
Sunday. Feb. 2 at 2 P.m. The
"The political organization in
weekly press conference of
Reynolds.
Henry Loeb administration.
main address is expected to
the four commissioners • and
Miss Ingram, a 1961 grad- the form of a letter. Walker,
"I am not bound by the ac- be delivered by Lawrence L.
the mayor.
CLOSE UP WORLD VIEW: President Lyndon Johnson con), uate of Manassas high school, who was not present at the
tion of the past administra- Robbins, a Harvard Medical
fers with Carl T. Rowan at the White House following his
attended Owen college for a meeting, stated in the letter, The Bluff City and Shelby
Mayor Ingram was defendtion," Mayor Ingram explain- College professor of radiology.
announcement that he was appointing the former Ambassa- short time. She is also em- that business obligations con- County Council of Civic Clubs
choice of Turner as ed at the news conference.
his
ing
Dedication and presentador to Finland as Director of the. United States Information
ployed in the company's ac- flicted with his interest as is expected to elect members chairman of .the Airport Com0. W.
Agency. Rowan has had a distinguished career in journalcounting department. She is chairman. However, he said to its executive committee mittee. which also includes "Just because others have tion will be made by
ism and politics. A prin.-winning reporter for the Minnea• , the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. "he was not withdrawing from during an executive board one Negro, Thomas Hayes, failed to do what the law says Hyman, vice president emeritus
Tennesreason
of the University of
the organization,"
meeting scheduled for Thurs- secretary of Union Protective they should do is no
Ak polio Tribune and author of many books, he was first tapped
Clarence Ingram.
The vice-chairman; Atty. S. day, Jan. 30 at 7:30 p.m. at the Life Insurance company, who for me to neglect my duty. If see in charge of the medical
Ir for public service by the late President Kennedy who namMiss Jones, also a graduate
be
malfeasance
units.
would
ed him Deputy Public Affairs Officer for the Department
of Manassas high school, lives A. Wilbun, will fill the va- Sarah Brown Branch YWCA, has some experience as a I did, it
The Clinical services center
in office," the mayor declar1044 Mississippi Road.
of State and later nominated him as Amba.sador to Finwith her grandmother, Mrs. cancy.
pilot.
is located in the John Gaston
ed.
Walker was elected chair- Also on the agenda is apAllegro Collier of 1263 Nicholas
land. In making the appointment, President Johnson said
commitIf the law were amended to hospital building.
Mayor Ingram said that he
he was the best qualified man for the siensitiv•• job of pro. St. She is the daughter of Lee man of the executive board pointment of standing
Frank would continue to nominate empower the commissioner Presiding will be William F.
jecting the image of America abroad, By virtue of his posi- Jones of Detroit, Mich. and immediately after TFDL was tee chairmen, announces
year R. Kilpatrick, president of the the same persons,oyxcluding with that duty, Mayor Itigrarn Bowld, chairman of thebiremMrs. JOia Polk of •fluston, organized more than a
tion Rowse will be the first Negro entitiad to a regular seat
rd.
phis Hospitals trustee
Turner, until they fire voted said he would abide by if
SI on,
Council.
on the National Security Council.
.i,.1111611.11 T.

NAACP Denies Rumors
On Ouster Of Wilkins

S

Fraternity Discontinues Ioolishness'
And 'Waste Of Time' During Initiation

Youth Remains Silent On Reason
For Killing Popular Young Pastor

enegregate City

Jail & Workhouse

omen nirea
By Telephone Co.

Walker Resigns
As Chairman Of
Political League

Mayor Cites Bilbo Turner's
Negro Employment Policy

Clinical Center
To Be Dedicated

Council Of Clubs
To Meet Thursday
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DEFENDER

Trial On
In Evers
Murder

HUMBOLDT
NEWS

We are sorry we have been program and is creating an inout of sight for a few weeks, terest in that each member
but we have so much trouble is trying to do his part to
finding some news. People assist in making the program
here and away from here like a reality. He is a dedicated
to read the news, but we can't young minister with a vision
get support in securing it, so of what is needed, and
By AL BUETTNER
the
please show up with what's winning personality and ability
JACKSON, 1st 1 s s. --(UPI --going on in our city.
to get it done.
Byron De La Beckwith, a calm
WINTER PARTY
and dapper Mississippi delta
Stigall High school is boastThe Gloxinia Art and Gar- ing of a new assistant prinfertilizer salesman, went on
den Club decided to try the cipal, Joe Clark, the brother trial for his life charged with
first of the year for their party, In-law of principal A. P.
the 1963 slaying of civil rights
Nunn,
and good was that decision, who is working with
grades ATTY. ARTHUR T. BENNETT leader Medger Evers.
for those who were there were one through twelve. As
the
Three members of the first
highly entertained. The beauti- results of this promotion
for
panel called into the Jury bag\
ful table set with an overlaid Mr. Clark, a new teacher
was
were excused from duty wig,
cloth with an adorable flow- acquired in the person
of Mr.
they told Circuit Judge Leon
er arrangement for a center, Booker T. Rice, a
product of
Hendrick they had "moral scruwas laden with barbecued Middle Tennessee,
having
ples" against imposOion of the
turkey and all of the trim- been connected with the
Lindeath penalty in any case,
mings, along with coffee and coln County Public system
UL MAN VISITS DEPOT
of Arthur T. Bennett, a last
District Attorney William L.
Rev. James A. McDaniel, executive secretary of the MemCol, Shelby L. Gillette, depot commander; Rev. McDaniel, ice cream and cake for des- Fayettville, Tennessee. He is a June graduate of Howard
Waller also questioned each
sert. This party was 1,1 the graduate of Tennessee A
phis Urban League, third from right, visited the Memphis
and University's Law School in
Col. John E. Mitchell, Jr., director of Office of Planning beautifully
arranged home of I University, and is a veteran Washington, D, C., has open- jury prospect about his feelings
Army Depot recently for a conference with the commanand Management; and Col. M. F. Vaughn, director of In- Miss Enid Eims. "The
mem- of the European Theater. He ed a law office at 588 Vance on the racial issue.
der and other high officials regarding opportunities for
stallation services. "Col. Gillette is concerned that the bers and friends who gather- is
working as a Junior Science Ave. He obtained a Tennessee "There is a race element in
qualified persons of all races in the civil service Jobs at
newspapers should inform all about civil service Jobs at ed left with a good injection teacher on the
secondary level. State license to practice in all this case and we might as well
the base. Seated, from left, are Gerald L. Smith, civilian
of fellowship much needed in
the base," Rev. McDaniel reported. IDSA Photo)
of the state's courts last July. get down to it," Waller said,
personnel officer; Hugh Carrington, deputy commander:
times like these.
He graduated from Virginia There was no indication as
State college in Norfolk, Vs., the trial of Beckwith got underThe following week this
same club had its first meeting
with a bachelor of arts degree way that any demonstration
in 1959 before serving in the against him was being planned
in the home of the president,
United States Army during by any Negro groups. Most of
Mrs. W. S. Vance, with Mrs.
the Korean War.
Drucilla Tuggle as co-hostess.
the spectators in the early
Assisting in the serving was
Atty. Bennett is married to hours of the trial were Negroes
JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI) —
the former Josephine Adams who were allowed to enter in
Mrs. Winefred Rodgers, a
A defense attorney questioned
of Norfolk, Va., who is a na- the main courtroom after proniece of the Vances.
prospective jurors in the Byron
tive of Knoxville, Tenn. Pres- spective jurors had answered
Business was conducted aft- De
La Beckwith murder trial
ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — Of- er a beautiful
ently, she is teaching in a the roll call,
devotion by and asked them
repeatedly
if
ficials
of
the
Committee
of
RacNorfolk
Mrs. Ora Lee Gentry on How
public school however,
LeMoyne College is launch- the seminar is to train stu- Dr. Clifton H. Johnson, prothey wou.d give the white man
she plans to join her husband
ing a humanities seminar for dents to read, write and think fessor of history, will work ial Equality said they had col- to obtain Peace for a new a completely
fair break when here in Memphis
Jan. 30, at 12:15 p.m.
year.
All
in June.
officers were reelect- they go
superior and talented high critically.
pettions
wth
I,
with the group from 10 a.m., lected
into the jury room
In the early 1930's, the late
ed for another two-year perschool juniors. It will be held Three LeMoyne professors to 10:50 a.m., and will show names
asking President Lyn- iod.
Stanny Sanders, a prominent
Mr. Huxley wrote his novel,
on Saturday mornings, 9 to will work in cooperation with the youngsters how
to make don B. Johnson not to attend
criminal lawyer from GreenBRAVE NEW WORLD, and
noon, from Feb. 8 through the college in conducting the critical examinations of historMiss Dorothy Reid who is wood,Miss.,
In the lush Delta
projected a future society
May '23.
seminar.
ical documents for political the city's bicentennial celebra- now working in St. Louis, plantation country from which
where the actions of millions
LeMoyne's Dean Lionel THREE TEACHERS
tion Feb. 14.
spent her week off with her Beckwith
and social views.
comes, took over the
were controlled by its leadArnold said "We believe this Dr. Juanita Williamson, proCORE vice-chairman Richard 'family here, much to the plea- questioning of a 12-member
The
last
hour,
11
a.m.,
to
12
ers.
to be a significant step in the fessor of English, will work
sure of family and friends.
jury
noon,
under
panel
Daly,
said
the
which
petitions
the
direction
along
the
state
of
had
The book to be reviewed is
direction of helping Negro with the group from 9 a.m., to
DINNER GUESTS
accepted for the trial.
What will the world we are the result of his re-examining
youngsters qualify for college 9:50 a.m., teaching the high Dean Arnold, will be spent with letters from 15 convicted Recent dinner
guest in the Reminding the jurymen that now creating with our science his prophecy 27 years
works
with
of
literature
"such
later.
work in an area in which their school juniors various techniracial demonstrators would be home of Mr. and
Mrs. Arlie under the American system a and technology hold for man? Mass communication, brainbackground has been poor." ques of reading a written work as novels, plays and short sent to the President. Daly Genty was their
cousins, Atty., man is innocent until proved
stories
in
an
attempt
disto
Aldous
Huxley
had
warna
washing,
sublimal advertising,
Mr. Arnold said the aim of critically.
cover what the works say said Negroes in St. Louis had and Mrs. Wilson G. Graves guilty, Sanders asked each jur- ing answer, which he present- and sleep
teaching
were
about man's relationship to nothing to celebrate in the and son Wilson Jr., of New
ed in his book, BRAVE NEW among the evidences he noted.
city's
growth.
York
City,
Mr.
and
Mrs. Ver- "Will you give Mr. Beck- WORLD REVISITED, which
the universe."
Reviewing the book will be
Dean Arnold said the stu- The 15 were convicted for non Graves and son Geoffrey, with the benefit of that pre- will be reviewed during Cos- Thomas A. Eppley,
Jr., head
dents would attend a play, a criminal contempt in connec- and Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Rob- sumption of Innocence?"
sitt Library's "Lunching with of the History Department at
symphony and visit the art tion with their partiripation is inson of Milan, Tenn., teach- The Circuit courtroom was a•I Books" program on Thursday, the Lusanne
School for Girls.
demonstrations at the Jeffer- ers at Polk-Clark High in most empty of spectators for
gallery.
son Bank and Trust last sum- Milan and their father Rev. the start of the second day in
FEE FOR FOURTH
C. J. Graves, uncle of Mrs. the trial of the fertilizer sales•
Officials of each of the high mer and fall.
Appeals of the conyctions are Ora Lee Gentry and Mr. John man accused of killing a NeColonial Baking company is John W. Whitaker, head of schools have been asked to
gro civil rights leader.
pending before the Missouri W. Thomas of this city.
sponsoring the "Choir of the the LeMoyne College music select three of their most talSPECIAL RATES FOR
A young district attorney
Supreme Court, President John- CHURCH NEWS
Year" contest on Riidio Sta- department, Wilford Glenn, in ented junior students for the
Lane
Chapel C.M.E. Church, who interrogated jury men
HOME
OWNERS
& PROFESSIONAL WORKERS
scheduled
has
speech
son
at
a
tion WLOK each Sunday aft- charge of the vocal music de- seminar. One of the three will
under the capable leadership men throughout the first day
be an alternate. A fourth stu- the opening of the celebration
SAVE
UP TO 35%
ernoon from 3 to 4 o'clock.
of
its
new
partment of Geeter high
minister, Rev. L. of the trial hinted that he will
at a $25 per plate dinner.
WLOK invites each Mem- school; and Mrs. Mildred dent will be accepted if he is
T. Purham, is making rapid produce hitherto undisclosed
Deductible Collision & Comprehensive
69.00
interested
attending
in
and
phis church to enter its choir Green, assistant choir direcstrides in clearing up old evidence which he feels wiL
Fire Insuranc• on Furniture, $5000 for •
16.01
willing to pay a $15 fee. The
in the contest. From the large tor of Owen college.
debts and planning for many strengthen his case against
Fire Insurance on Dwelling, $10,000 for
first two students selected will
325.52
number of entries, the judges On
needed
improvemen
ts.
The
Beckwith.
He is asking for the
the program of Feb. 2, be given scholarships to the
Hospital Insurance, $15.00 per day with $300.00
selected 48 choirs to compete. choirs
pastor has a very fine church death penalty.
from the following seminar.
Surgery benefits, per month
Each week for 12 weeks four churches
S 5,40
will compete: Mt. Dean Arnold said
he expects
of the choirs will be present- Pisgah Baptist
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
church,
Union
30
to
high
36
school
juniors
ed on the hour-long radio proHOME VISITS DAY OR NIGHT
Baptist church,
gram. Each week judges will Baptist church, Pilgrim Rest for the seminar and that two
and Progres- from the group will be selectCA
select one of the four weekly sive Baptist
L L
Phone 526-2381
church.
635 Mississippi Aye,
ed to attend a similar seminar CLINTON, La. — The burncontestants as that week's
On the program of Feb. 9, during the summer
at Grinnell ing of 150 Klan crosses in five
winner. On the 13th week, the these
churches will compete: College in Iowa.
Louisiana parishes at early
12 weekly winners will com- Calvary
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Baptist church, Zion "We hope the seminar will dawn
on Jan. 19 will in no
pete, with four of these being Temple
Und•rwritsrs for rho Contln•nfal Casualty Co.
Church of Christ, strengthen the student in an way deter
CORE's voter regselected by the judges to com- Lambert
Defender to address below
Church of God in area in which he is weak," the istration drive
which has been
pete on the final program to Christ,
and
select "The Choir of the Year.'' tist church. Bethlehem Bap- dean said. "It might introduce in progress for over a year, I One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
the student to the type of stated CORE Field Secretary
Colonial Bread will award .
work that goes on in a college Ronnie Moore, coordinator of
$300 to the winning church,;
and,
for those who are capa- the campaign.
$200 to the second place winTHE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
5-Century-Old Egg
ble, it might encourage them The cross-burning came just
ner, $100 for third and $50
to forego the final year in a week after Negroes in Tenses I TO
for fourth.
LEICESTER, England—(UPI)
Judges for the contest are: — Leicester Museum antiqui- high school and enter college parish voted in the Democratic
directly."
primaries, the first time since
ties keeper J, F. L. Norwood The
first meeting of the 1902. Registration of Negroes
said excavations here had un- group is
scheduled for Satur- in Tenses ended an era in
I Street Address
earthed "the oldest egg in the day morning, Feb.
1
Zone No
8, at 9 which some Louisiana parishes
world —1 am sure it belongs a.m., in room 24 of
Brownlee had no Negro registrants since 1 COY
State
(
to the 15th century."
Hall.
reconstruction.
•

Bennett Opens
Law Office

LeMoyne To Launch Seminar For
SITerior, Talented lrep Juniors

Jurors Quizzed
In Beckwith's
Murder Trial

Ask LBJ To

Snub Mo. Fete

—11

Huxley's'World'
To Be nviewed
M Weekly Series

Radio Choir Contest
To Begin NextSunday

AUTO LIABILITY $59.46

'Cross Burning'
Won't Halt Voter
Drive'Says CORE

New Subscription Order

Voters Club Adds
Three To Board
Ttio Memphis Voters club
added three members to its
advisory Board during a
meeting last Wednesday evening held at St. Matthew's
Baptist church. Added to the
board were Rev. C. M. Lee,
Atty. Wayne T. Dewees and
Atty. Robert' L. Livington.
Plans were also made for a
Tea and Fashion Show, set
for March.
The next meeting has been
set for Thursday night at St.
Matthew's church. Mrs. Vito
Brazellezz is president of the
club. and Mrs. Hattye Foster
is sedretary.

All kinds Income Tax forms expertly
filled out and guaranteed.
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See or Call J. I. Taylor
Bus. Address 492 I. McLensere Ave.
Telephone 946-3540
Hours: Mon. thru Sat. Daily
Income takes since 190
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fiVE!
NOTHING TO BUY —JUST PICK
UP YOUR "SWORD IN THE
STONE" CARD EACH TIME
YOU VISIT YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD PIC-PAC STORE.
Her•'s how •osy it it to w i nl
I. Pull Sword out of stonc On Sword
you will find we of the" few words:
"SWORD"—"IN"—"THE"—''STONE".
Whon you hor• ctillattod all four words,
you win $100. Tel.• cards to the ster•
manager.
2. 11th. word• "ONE DOLLAR" appear
on Mar sword, you win $1,00.
3. Redeem the upper, half .1 ft. cords
Won,"SWORD IN TM! STONE" Ring. •

A

Cert1 Dodson
1244 F•w•er
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1. Individuals and Joints
2. Self-employed persons
3. Retired persons
4. Farmers
5. Small and medium size
businesses invited.

A

Featuring the stars of Walt Disney's new fulk length cartoon movie

WINNERS. SOME OF THE
00 FIRST WILL YOU BE NEXT?

fir

ADKINS INSURANCE AGENCY

It is Income Tax
time again
Having Troubles?

Exchange Choirs
With Pastors

An exchange of pastors and
choirs will take place at Second Congregational and First
Unitarian churches during the
morning service on Sunday
Feb. 2.
Rev. John Charles Mickle
pastor, and choir of Second
Congregational, will preside a
Unitarian church, while Rev.
James M. Barr, pastor, and
choir of first Unitarian, will
take charge at Second Congregation,
Mrs. Emma Jean Stotts and
her committee will be hostesses at a public reception in
Love Hall immediately following the morning worship
service at Second Congregational.
A Coffee Hour will be held
at First Unitarian church immediately following the service at that church.
Pastors of the two churches
have exchanged pulpits before, but this will be the first
time that their choirs have
accompanied them.

L
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them aprt without a scorecard!!
— MATS —
jerry Lewis in "ROCK-A-BYE BABY"
Starts Wed. Feb. 5 — 3 Big Days 3!
Merle

Oberon in "LOVE AND DESIRE'

•
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Dental Health Carrs Entertain Journal And Guide's Editor
Succumbs To Lung Cancer
Week Observed
At Home For OutFebruary 2-8

Nephew Of Local Story Of 'Sit-Ins
Insurance Exec.
'old In Book B
Named Judge

•
NOR FOLK, Va. services for Burke Linwood
Holloway, 38, city editor of the
,Norfolk Journal and Guide
Word comes from San Di
'••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4
were held last Friday afterego. Cal, that a nephew of H. Coll
noon in Shiloh Baptist church
A. Gilliarn, Memphis insurance
THE FUNERAL HOME Jim Irwin! in answer to your
and graveside rites conducted
GREENSBORO, N. C. — A
executive, has been appointed
MINISTER who claimed he question about "what is this
Carr
of
and
Artie
Mrs.
Mr.
in
a county judge. He is not only new book, "in quest for freehis native Durham, N.0
was robbed by a woman, end- world coming to? — (you askthe
on
the following day.
first Negro but also the dom" authored by a profes'Horn Lake Rd., had as their
ed-up paying a nice little fine ed the question when some
youngest man appointed to a sor at A & T College, has
•houseguest, Miss Rhuenethal
in city court. Something like students demonstrated with
The pop u 1 ar journalist,
judgeship
Springfield,
in recent years, ac- been released by the publishMass., whose "Lin Holloway" by-line
Johnson of
$72 in fines and costs. The Civil Rights signs while Walcording to a court attaches re- era.
recently.
minister reported to police ters was speaking at Southappeared
on the Guide's
port.
The author Dr. Virgil C.
about the alleged robbery. The western U.) This world is cornThe Carrs and friends of the "Looking On In Norfolk" colJudge Earl B. Gilliam, 39, Stroud, is professor of governaccused, woman was found by ing to its senses — particularCarrs entertained for Miss umn, was well-known to
was appointed by Calif. Gov. ment and acting chairman of
--policemen but she sang a dif- ly the younger generation
Johnson at luncheons at the thousands of readers. He died
Brow n, earlier this month. the Department of Social
• ferent tune than the minister. which is seeking to put into
Holiday Inn on the Bluff and on January 14 of lung cancer
'Sciences at A & T College,
aPrior,ttorn
was a
• ROSS BASS who is expect- practice some of those laws
parties in their home. The last after having been in the hosattorney,
dfeoputri t years
ed to run for a seat in the spelled out in our Constitution,
ydst rbi t the book was printed by the
affair was a champagne party pital for two months.
fore returning to private pract- Royal Publishing company of
.: U.S. Senate is being called a
at the home of the Cams. Although only 38, his career
Dallas, Texas.
ice, about two yeses ago.
Kennedy-like of candidate on
Guests included:
in newspaper work spanned
The book is a study of sitGillian) graduated from San
the one hand — and then he
Mr. and Mrs. John Wilson, almost 25 years. As a youth
Diego State College in 1953 ins and freedom rides of rebeing referred to as a KefauMr. and Mrs. D. J. Thomas, he worked in various commubefore earning his law degree cent years, an account of the
ver-kind of candidate on the
Mrs. William Jameson, Miss nities in papers in North Carat Hastings School of Law, Un- movements with an assessment
other hand. If double tags are
Edwinor Porter, M. E. Lewis, olina and became managing
iversity
of California in 1957. of their accomplishments,
applicable, then he is a KenMrs. Mabel Hudson. Miss Mat- editor of the Carolina Times
An active Democrat, lie is written in Greensboro where,
nedy - like - Kefauver - kind of
tie Holmes, A. Mosby, Mrs. up Durham in 1942.
LIN HOLLOWAY
affiliated with many civic and on the A & T College campus,
candidate.
Felton Earls, Mrs. Odell Hor- OTHER PAPERS
DR. JOHN E. JORDAN
religious organization.
the movements had their inA VOLUNTEER BOY
vial profesional orchestras.
ton, Mrs. Leon Springfield,
His wife is the former Barb- repti on.
Mr. Holloway first joined
Dr. John E. Jordan, a local Mrs. Fred Farner, Mrs. Robert
SCOUT WORKER made the
Although
journalism was his ara of San Diego. They are the
-dentist, has been selected by Mebane, Mrs. E. G. Plaico, the staff of the Journal and
Slip of the Year recently while
first love, he retained a love parents of two sons.
presenting awards to various
the Shelby County Dental So- Mrs. Margaret Goodlow, Mrs. Guide in /947 and later workentertainment
for
the
world
ciety as chairman of its Na- Oscar Simpson, Mrs. Edna ed on the New York Age, the
Boy Scout Workers at their
and frequently served as a
CAN YOU USE
tional Children's Dental Health Swingler, M. Wheeler of Chi- Carolinian and the Atlanta
annual dinner. After calling
master
ceremonies
of
for
a va- Too Effective
Week which will be observed cago, Mrs. Grace Washington, Daily World before going back
names of persons recieving
riety
of
local
events.
to the Journal and Guide.
MORE
Feb. 2 to 8.
awards, the sponsoring orOXFORD, England — (UPI)
He was considered an au- — Chief
ganization was named. When
As a newspaperman coverThe 16th annual national
Constable J. E. Bailey
thority
on "show business"
ing the city beat, he enjoyed
he got around to Hopewell
announced that police had closcelebration is sponsored by the
la wide circle of friends and and he enjoyed the friendship ed down a radar speed trap
Baptist Church, he said HopeAmerican Dental association.
of
performers.
GROUND FLOOR
less Baptist church.
acquaintances in all walks of
because "we got so many ofEmphasis this year is being
STERICK BUILDING
life. His
placed upon "Preventive Care"
weekly column, Mr. Holloway is survived by fenders so quickly that it was
COMMISSIONER "P E T E" ,
•WHERI FOLKS LIKE
"Looking On," was as widely his widow, Mrs. Lois Hamilton more than our clerical staff
of teeth.
VOL/
SISSON is faced with a similar
GET PRIDERINI/Al
read in religious and educa- Holloway; a son, Burke Lin- cou:d cope with." He said 800
issue concerning the unionizaDr. Jordan who is also a
tional circles as it was in tav- wood Holloway, Jr., and other speeding motorists were caught
tion of Sanitation workers as
member of Mamphis Dental
The U.S. Army Missile Suprelatives.
every three months.
former Commissioner William
Society's dental health com- port Command at Redstone erns.
Farris, who fired some workmittee, said that local dentists
Mr. Holloway was a musi- ••••••••-•
issued an
ers because of their attempt
cian during his school days and 1
will visit and lecture at any Arsenal, Ala., has
to unionize. The "firing" cost
public city school if they are examination announce- played the trombone in sevAR Farris a heavy loss in Negro
ment for Air Traffic Control
invited to do so.
quiotes when he sought to be
Schools which have invited Specialists, according to the ,
elected Mayor. Where is the
dentists to spea k for 30 board of U.S. Civil Service Exman who lead the "union isminutes on Dental Hearth and aminers. The salaries range
sue" Lgainst Farris? What is
show slides are: Douglas High from $4,595 to $7,690 a year.
he saying now?
School, Dr. Theron Northcross, Examinations will be given
MACHESTER, England —
GEORGE E. HARDIN
THE MASTER STROKE in
president of Shelby County continuously. They were first
political double-crossing w a s
Dental Society; and Dr. John given Jan. 15. Names of per- (UPI) — Mrs. Kathryn BurDURHAM,
formN.
C.
—
A
put into effect during the last
sons taking the examinations gess, expecting a baby, woke
E. Jordan.
election of Board of Education er Tri-State Defender staff Melrose high school:
register, which her husband
Dr. will be put on a
and said she
members. A small group of member, George E. Hardin,
Charles Pinkston and Dr. will he used to fill vacancies though, tne time had tome.
white politicians got together has been appointed public in- Booker T. Hodges;
Missile
Command
at
the
as
Carver, Dr.
Tom Burgess leaped out of
with a clever Negro politician formation officer
in me News Vasco A. Smith, Jr., and Dr. well as other Federal agencies bed, dressed, dashed
outside
to save John T. Shea's political
following
states:
the
Tenin
I. A. "Ike" Watson, Jr., ManasNorthern Grown,
hide. Rev. E. Williamson was Bureau of North Cacollna col- sas, Dr. Vera
S. Anderson, nessee, Fonda, Georgia, Mis- to call an ambulance, and ran
Durham.
at
True Natural Flavor
lege
urged to announce his candisissippi, North Carolina, South into a lamp post. A passing
and Dr. R. M. Tharpe.
dacy early and oppose Shea Hardin, who began his career
Carolina and Alabama, where motorist drove
tl:e dazed,
for the spot. You know the in journalism with the Tri- Posters will be distributed no appropriate examination bleeding and biack-eyed husto schools by the City Board exists.
outcome. But we are wonderoand to a po.ice station and
to ha
State Defender in 1953, was of Education. Public and priJP; 01;
ing if Rev. Williamson knew
The Proof is in the letmanager of the Norfolk vate buildings will also dis- To qualify for this position, an ambulance took him to the
Buysm, Try'ars.
at that time he was being acting
hospital.
Journal and Guide, Peninsula play posters, said Dr. Jordan. applicants must possess the
made the political sacrifice]
experience requirements stated
Bureau.
Newport
in
News,
Va.,
lamb who was led to slaughtin Announcement No. AT-35before taking the position in
,er? Shea, being a Catholic
Know Your Rights
2(64). All qualified applicants
,can tell you that it is just Durham.
Discrimination
on
t h e will receive consideration for
About as hard for a Catholic He has worked as a magaemployment without regard
to be elected to a public_ of- zine writer, editor reporter grounds of race, color, creed, to race, creed, or national
orilice here in Memphis as it is and photographer, and also national origin or ancestry is gin.
jefor a Negro. Ask John Ford served as a military newsman forbidden in employment of
see
Civil
Service
announceWanale and former Commis- in the Army Signal Corps. government
personnel or ap- ments and applications forms
sioner
T. "Buddy" Hardin, who attended ManasJohn
Dwyer. Of course, we are bit- sas high school and Tennes- plicants and on all contracts may be obtained at Memphis
terly opposed to all forms of see State university, will write performed for the United Main Post Office, room 37, or
racial and religious prejudices. news and feature stories and States government, the State at the Civil Service ExamiU. S. SENATOR Herbert photograph athletic and aca- of Illinois, and the City of ners, Army Missile Command,
Redstone Arsenal, Ala.
"Hub" Walter! What are you demic activities as public in- Chicago.
*waiting for before studying formation officer at the colthe proposed Civil Rights bill? lege.

ege Prof.

-Of Town Guest

Former Defender
Employee Takes
Job At College

di

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

Jobs At Arsenal
Start At$4,595

Bake,Boil,Fry!

'Twas In Vain
For False Alarm

YOUR
BEST
BUY:

You'll Love These

RIVER VALLEY
POTATOES••

Viceroy's got
the taste that's r

THE PALACE

Ye.

INCOME TAX SERVICE

CLOTHING CO.

EXPERT ON
-Short Forms—Long Forms
Business Forms

214-16 SO. MAIN STREET
Across from Malco Theatre

Tax Problems, are our Business
We Have, The Know How

Dress your entire family
for The - Occasions
1964
Reasonable prices & EZ Terms
Home Store, For Home People,
your account's welcome

9:00 A.M. To 5:30 P.M.
Monday thru Saturday
946-5734
Appointments after 6:00 p.m.
by calling above number

•
tly

222 W. Brooks Rd. West of Horn Lake rid.
. SALE

SALE

SALE

SALE

SALE

LOOK! LOOK!

r11

50 Gals.
of GAS

FREE

72
:••

OPEN NITELY

50 Gals.
of GAS

TRAIN FOR A BUSINESS CAREER
IN CHICAGO

With Purchase of Cars Listed Below
1959 CHEV. IMP. 2 Dr., H.T., R.H., AT., Big Engine

1195
•

HA

5100 DOWN,
24 NOTES

1961 Starliner FORD 2 Dr., M.T.
St raightstick, R.H.,

1545
195

There, are many job opportunities existing in Chicago as well as in other cities for graduates for our
school. A career in the field of Business Administration or IBM Automation could give you real job
security.
Chicago is the ideal training center for the field
of business.
The classes meet day and evening.
Tuition is low. IVrroitory facilities are available
and very reasonable.

NEW TERM BEGINS
FEBRUARY 3,1964
Check the course you would like to take
and mail the coupon below.

5150 DOWN,
30 MONTHS

1958 FORD Skyliner, R.N., A.T., W.S.W., P.S.

rz
y.e'.,:,-

575.00 DOWN,
18 MONTHS
TO PAY

N orn•
Address

r4 RAMBLER

;1421
41.
I-1 2.1S1.2.116 Poplar
.al
tn
SALE

Stratietyp•
Z12

Cr, 8.$520

Mid•Seuth's Carted Used Car Mart
SALE

SALE

SALE

SALE

SALE

not too strong...not too light...

Viceroy's got the taste that's right!'

Age

City

•State

rrevious Education
!Secretarial

IRE''

Page

Clerk Typist

IBM K.5 P.nCh

Accounting

IBM Tab P. Wiring

S""aroskie

CORTEZ W. PETERS BUSINESS
COLLEGE OF CHICAGO, INC.
110 East nth Street
Dept. C.3
Chicago 19. Illinois

SMOKE ALL 7
Smoke all 7 filter brands and you'll agree:
some taste too Strong .. others taste too
light. But N'Iceroy—with the Deep-Weave
Filter—tastes the way you'd like
filter
cigarette to taste. That's right
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Hamilton Glee
Club To Sing At
Baptist Church •

Five Celebrate Race Relations Sunday To Be
Birthday Anniv. Observed By Methodists Feb.9
Churches Will

Helping Others Advance Is
Reward Of CCEO Executive

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Race Brooks Memorial Methodist
"quite exciting."
Sunday is set to be church. Jamaica, N. Y., and it
A "compelling desire to see perience
Relations
As a "sort of Urban League,"
my people in position to more
observed by Methodist church- and other Race Relations Sun- The Young People of Friendd conhas
conducte
CCEO
the
d
and
s
s
celebrate
obligation
person
.Five
the nation Feb. 9.
fully assume
management of birthday anniversaries when es across
day materials are available ship Baptist church plan to
responsibilities of first class ferences with
On that day, members of
government con- Evander Ford, one of the five
with
firms
the Methodist Board of present the Hamilton High
mofrom
the
been
has
ip"
citizensh
ly aided in gave a party at Sarah's Grill the Methodist church will seek Education in Nashville, Tenn, School Glee club, first in a
tivation for Mahlon J. Griftith tracts, successful
better
relations
to
promote
at
Negroes
of
up
on Thomas St., last Tuesday
accepting the unique position the upgrading
and will try The Race Relations Sunday series of activities, leading
large Nashville-based night. Other than Ford, cele- between the races
Day
0 for 13 Meth- offerings will help Morgan to their annual Youth
of volunteer executive secre- several
$1,000,00
raise
to
comfiled
and
Observance in January. This
Nashville Commu- industries
brating birthday anniversaries odist-related Negro colleges
lovely service of Mrs. Kyles tary of the
Christian Center, Baltimore, concert will be presented
DELTAS' ANNIVERSARY
plaints with the President's were Mrs. Floyd Newman, Aland one student center.
Walker, nity Conference on Equal EmEtta
s
Mesdame
with
the
col19,
117
following
Negroes
for
January
the
e
and
Sunday,
Md.;
Committe
On
Sunday, Feb. 2, at 3 p.m.
fonzo Neal, Raymond Lee and
and Freddie ployment Opportunity.
Many ministers will preach leges: Bennett, Greensboro,
fifty-first anniversary of Delta Helen Owens,
Lubuck Chambers.
The title, "executve secre- against several firms.
and offer- N. C.; Bethune - Cookman. This concert will keynote
relations,
race
on
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. Booth serving as hostesses.
tary," under normal circum- In other instances the con- The private dining room at ings will be taken for the colthe nation's observance of NeThe annual Debutante CoDaytona Beach, Fla.; Claflin, gro National History Week.
was observed by the Jackson
stances would imply that ference successfully negotiat- the Grill was decorated in a
Orangeburg, S. C.; Clark, AtAlumnae and Beta Chi chap- tillion, planned for early Griffith receives money for do- ed with Southern Bell Tele- long streamer on which was leges and student center.
Hamilton Glee club will
it
A service of worship for the lanta, Ga.; Dillard university. The
ters on the campus of Lane spring was discussed and
to welling the work of the CCEO, but phone company to employ written many times "Happy
ce has been New Orleans; Houston-Tillot- limit its renditions
observan
annual
plans to be even more beauticollege,
and
race,
to
even
penny,
.
without regard
Birthday." Ford is manager of prepared by the Rev. Charles
You'll be hear- he does not get a
Texas; Meharry known Negro spirituals
Austin,
son,
n
downtow
The prelude to the public ful this year.
largest
at
with the
the Grill.
As you for expenses. Yet he works
n, minister of Medical college, Nashville, This program will be geared
Carringto
L.
was a memoriam to the late frig of the date soon.
an
store
obtained
waking
attending
nt
departme
Among guests
is the position during all
Tenn.; Morristown at Morris- with soul-stirring music that
President John F. Kennedy can see, the busy season we hours when he is free from his open employment policy.
were Mrs. Anna Thelman,
than
town, Tenn.; Paine, Augusta, will take one back to the days
which included his address to approaching faster
two
his
the
and
at
clerk
mother
a
regular job as
A graduate of Fisk universi- Fords'
Ga.; Philander Smith, Little when Frederic Douglass, Nat
Delta on the 50th anniversary think,
and
Johnson
Ruth
Mrs.
postal
sisters,
main Post Office.
ty, Griffith has been a
Rock, Ark.; Rust, Holly Turner, Mary Bethune, Bookigh.
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,
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Memorial
member of Clark
others were dreaming of the
Marshall, Texas.
another suc- Griffith
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the Methodist church, a board ter, Ester Hurt, Lester Morris, Beulah Baptist church, 2407
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the follow- believe Nashville holds
Ave., has made plans
Douglass
d,
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Rice, pastor of Roanoke Bap- cessful year with
educaFields,
a
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King
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Street
of
South
member
a reality.
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LeMoyne College's Coronation Ball Is Colorful Affair
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CLASS QUEENS AT CORONATION
Class queens in LeMoyne's Coronation ball
were, left to right: Miss Sandra D. Taylor,
"Miss Freshman:" Miss Neal) Williams,
"Miss Sophomore:" Miss Alfreda Wooten,

"Miss Junior." and Miss Nettye Mae Ruppert, "Miss Senior." The charming coeds
were selected by male and female members
of their classes.

'M/SS LeMOYNE'S COURT'

SORORITIES' REPRESENTATIVES
—Miss Cathella Ann Barr. left, "Miss Delta Sigma Theta,"
and Miss Dorothy Jean Jones, "Miss Alpha Kappa Alpha,"
were among those participating in the "Miss LeMoyne"
Coronation Ball.

al

Miss Eddie Dale Ford, the new "Miss
LeMoyne," strikes
up a Pose at Coronation Ball with Miss
Willie Mae Cross
who holds the title of "Miss UNCF."
Miss Ford will be
special guest of the LeMoyne Club in Detroit
in June, and
miss cross will participate in the National
"Miss UNCF"'
Pageant in Gary, Ind., Feb. 8-9.

as
LW.
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FRATERNITY SWEETHEARTS

•

These three fraternity sweethearts had
prominent roles in LeMoyne's Coronation
Ball, a colorful affair held on campus in
Bruce Hall. Left to right: Miss Alma L.

Johnson, "Miss Kappa Alpha Psi;" Miss
Carolyn Hollingsworth, "Miss Alpha Phi
Alpha," and Miss Carol Ann Spight, "Miss
Omega Psi Phi."

'MISS HOMECOMING'
In the "Miss LeMoyne" Coronation Ball
was Miss Alice
Jean Turner who holds the title of "Miss
Homecoming."
She was chosen last year by LeMoyne's
basketball team.

FRATERNITY MEN IN SPOTLIGHT

Featured at LeMoyne's Coronation Ball for
"Miss LeMoyne" were these three popular
fraternity men. Left to right: Robert Williams. "Mr. Kappa:" William Lambert,

BootSouth Africa From Olympics

6

"Mr. Omega," and Thomas
SaulsberrY.
"Mr. Alpha." Mr. Sauisberry is also president of LeMoyne's Student Council.
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MOTHER
CHRISTIAN

INNS BRUCK--; 1:W11—South of its apartheid
policies of Rac- bounce South Africa from the
Africa's invitation to compete ial segregation in sports.
World Olympic body — as they
in the 1964 Summer Olympic The International
Committee have sought to drive her from
Games in Tokyo has been with met yesterday to discuss
race most International groups—was; Is back from Jerusalem, the Land of Miracles. Mother
drawn because the National relations and pick a
site for the the major topic at the current!
Olympic Committee has not 1965 games and it
Christian has helped many in this Tri-State area
was at this congress,
and
fulfilled the requirc. lents of meeting that South
Africa was But it is the 1968 site picking, guarantees to help
the International body, it was rejected because
you, for whatever your problem
of its racial to be decided by vote today
announced,
policy.
that made delegates from Ja- may be, such as love, marriage, courtship,
business.
South Africa has been under To many of the ill
TOC mem- pan, Canada, France, Finland,
fire from the I. 0.
because ber nations their campaign to the United States and Norway If you have 'rouble in your home, she removes evil inignore the Alpine scenery to
fluence, bad luck, right in front of your eyes. Mother
spend time laboring over wellMISS LeMOYNE WITH MISS UNCF
worn tally sheets,
Christian is a God gifted religious Indian woman. ReRunnersup in the "Miss LeMoyne" contest,
third alternate. These three young ladies
There was no betting favorAlik left to right: Miss Bobbie Lee Raybourn,
were topped by Miss Eddie Dale Ford in the
ite. But hopeful delegates all member if there is God's help on earth, by the touch
first alternate; Miss Hazel Walton, second
race for the title of "Miss LeMoyne."
privately admitted the decision
of her hand, power of God, what your eyes see, your
Funeral services for George Mr. Twine was thrown
alternate, and Miss Dorothy Bradford,
from already has been made in the
W. "Sonnie" Twine, 1.19, a his car and trapped
minds
of
the
delegates.
But
the heart must believe, She also gives lucky days,
under a
lucky
former student at Owen col- third car occupied by Mr.
and boosters could avoid taking adlege, Were held at the Central Mrs. Robert J. Palazola
vantage
of
snowy
the
ski
slopes
numbers. Please don't confuse her with anyone else
of
Baptist church in Bartlett, Ellendae, who managed to
ease ringing the 1964 Olympic WinTenn., last Thursday after- their vehicle in against
you have visited. Ask anyone about Mother Christian.
the ter Games site,
noon with Revs. E. Young and other two without
injuring
E. V. McGhee officiating. !themselves. Neither
Located a short drive from Memphis, 5 miles north of
was hurt.
The Mallory Knights Chari- There is no place in MemMr. Twine, who expected to
The popular former Owen
table organization continues to phis or Shelby County where
Millington, Tenn. on Highway .51, call TB 7-6873 at
enter Memphis State univer- college student's body remainpush for needed Day Care
Rev. and Mrs, C. B. Burgs
Center for the handicapped these children can be taken entertained the New Hope sity for the second semester, ed under the Paazola car until
Munford, Tenn. No charge, donation only.
for care Therefore, give Negro Angelic Ensemble with a buf- was killed at Five Points on it was lifted off of him by a
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wrecker.
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The program aimed for will
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He is survived by his grandbe both child centered and in this area a chance to live May St. recently. Rev. Burgs
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same ation, told Congressmen that
capped child. It is to provide table organization is located at
legislation to provide hospital
and Mrs. Edmond Dandridge, 31-year-od truck driver and address.
self-help experiences and acti- 280 Hernando St.
insurance for the aged through
Mr. and Mrs Fred Todd, Mr. mechanic, of 3070 Summer
vities to improve a child's selfMr. Twine was the nephew
social
security would not harm
and Mrs. James Godwin, Mr. ave., who was in a car in the of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. King of
care, gross motor skill, and
the doctor-patient relationship,
and Mrs. Amos Tanksley, Mrs. oncoming lane.
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According to State Trooper hailsisa Gaines of Port Gibson,
ual and group activities.
ity medical care.
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Janet Clayborn. Autry Ward, driving east when a tire on
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established to help better unBobbie Conley and Cleveland his car blew out. He lost con- cemetery in Ellendale.
stand problems faced by
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trol of his car, crossed the Breathett Funeral
Boyd.
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home was in
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Owen college students servlem resulting from the handiBy FRED SENGSTACKE
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Mr.Chou In Ghana
Long before he set foot on the
continent of Africa, Premier
Chou En-lai's visit was widely
advertised by the American
press as a penetration that held
dangerous forebodings for the
Western powers.
That China would make such
generous trade bartering and
economic concessions that the
new African governments would
soon absorb Peking's political
dogma as a sort of package-deal.
Premier Chou, in accordance
with his pre-arranged itinerary,
visited Ghana for his first view
of an African country south of
the Sahara. No red carpet was
rolled out for him. He was
greeted by Ghana's Foreign
Minister Koso Botsio, a military
honor guard and a small, very
small delegation of government
officials.
His courtesy call on President
Nkrumah was brief and uneventful. The Ghanaians were
neither excited nor overjoyed.
An authoritative radio commentary in Accra underlined the
low key reception by saying
that the government viewed it
_

"as a friendly visit" rather than
an official occasion.
"China's experience in building a Socialist society is a remarkable feat which calls for
sympathetic understandi n g ."
This was the only allusion to
China's political ideology that
was made in the broadcast.
The conversation between
Premier Chou and President
Nkrumah was too short to have
involved commercial deals of
any significance. At any rate,
Ghana needs what China needs,
that is money and technicians,
The whole Chinese experiment
with Marxism faces the possibility of a collossal failure if
poverty which is wide spread on
the mainland is not soon checked.
Red China's economy calls
more for cash than for converts.
Trade expansion may bolster a
staggering national structure.
But it cannot for long establish
a period of prosperity that
would bring comfort and restore
confidence to the suffering
masses.

Notwithstanding
Thaddeus T. Stokes
Killing the goose that lays
the golden egg can be wittingly
or unwittingly done. In the same
vein, more than one way can
be employed to "skin a cat."
It would appear that Uncle
Sam, who is sometime practical
and often impractical, is killing
the goose that produces golden
eggs while at the same time
"skinning the cat" of bear necessities to remain morally decent and physically healthy.
Furthermore, Uncle Sam is
this country's greatest promoter
of the philosophy that the "rich
should be made richer and the
poor, poorer." Of course, he
doesn't shout it from the house
top as the Soviet Union shout
about its "classless society in
which each citizen shares equally on the fat of the land."
Uncle Sam is an old card
shark at double-dealing cards
from the top, from the bottom
and from in between.
ON EVERY TREE
You know, the old man trys
to be many things to many people in order to hide his inequities at home. For an instance,
when our foreign cousins put
the sleeve on the old doubletalker for money, he dishes it
out like dollars are going out of
style. Yet when we — his very
poor kinfolks — holler about him
showing off like a four-flusher,
he'll do more talking than a
Philadelphia lawyer and a Baptist minister competing in a
talk-test. He'll say "well, you
see, I have been telling the
world that this is the home of
the free and the country of the
brave and money grows on every
tree."
Then he'll go on with this bit
about being a world leader and
the saver of democracy. Don't
misunderstand us Uncle, we
want you to be a world leader
and a saver of democracy, but
act like we live in that world
you are trying to lead and a
member of that democracy that
you are trying to save. We ain't
orbiting out in space yet.
Look! Uncle Sam, will you
please give us just a slice from
those big, fat loaves of bread you
are giving to our foreign cousins.
We are tired of gathering up the
economical crumbs from under a
banquet table of plenty. We are
tired of thinking in terms of
crumbs everytime that term
"bread" is mentioned. Uncle,
how can you forget that old
saying that "charity starts at
home and then spreads abroad."
By your past conduct, you lead
us to believe that charity starts
abroad and never comes home.
FINANCE COMPANY
Uncle! What do you mean —
about what I mean when I say
you are killing the goose that
lays the golden egg? Why man
alive, every day I go to work,
I've got to work unknown hours
for you before I can get. my
ha n 4s on a dollar. You take
yourefroin the top, man. And

perchance anything is left, I get
it. Furthermore, after you keep
your hand in my pocket all year
around, on April 15 (deadline for
income tax returns) you come
back and take some more. And
if I don't have anything, then
you want to grab anything that
me and the finance company
don't own jointly.
You know Uncle, sometime we
think you ain't as smart as you
set yourself up to be. Take this
case, you grab all of the income
tax from us you can. You tell us
to save money — put some in the
bank. You tell us to buy U. S.
Savings Bonds and then you
come right back and grab any
interest or dividend that might
accrue from our meager savings
or investments. The rich man
and those multi-million-dollar
companies can clsarge a lot off
for cost of opera:ion and depreciation. I have known some rich
companies to buy very expensive
paintings, yachts, country homes,
town homes, airplanes, cars and
a whole lot of other stuff and
tell you that all these things are
necessary for them to run their
business. You fall for the line.
Why some of these rich folks
even give big parties, dinners,
sponsor cruises, give expensive
gifts, like color TVs, vicuna
coats, rugs, deep-freezers, hi-fi
sets, and don't have to pay income tax on them.
HEAD AND ALL
But take us little birds, we
pay through the nose. I'll tell
you — sometime when we get
through paying you income tax,
we can't buy a loaf of bread.
We can't even go to the doctor.
A lot of times we don't even
have enough money to pay our
house rent. Sometime our gas,
water and electricity are cut-off
because we don't have money to
pay the bill.
You really skin us poor cats
— head and all.
The last trick you pull on us
Uncle is this paying income tax
on interest on savings accounts
in the bank. You are a hard
man Uncle. You tax us for earning money. You tax us when we
spend money and now you are
taxing us for saving a little
money — that is, the few of use
who are able to pinch-off a little for savings. Uncle! You subject us to double jeopardy in
taxation. This is a hard-hearted
way to treat little people.
Now I don't mean to kick the
rich man and big companies, but
if I have to pay taxes on a car,
why should a rich man be able
to buy a car and say "it's for in
company," and get away with
it? Or paintings, cruises, dinners,
gifts and stuff like that?
Uncle Sam, you ain't right.
Uncle, I like you — and all of
that — but don't be so hard on
us just because we're poor. We
are your backbone.
We are the geese whicheiay
golden eggs.
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Only In America
immtimminiimminutiminumnnumiummininuinimilionlimilin By HARRY GOLDEN

The Wonderful Italians
Joe Valachi, the national stool
pigeon, has worried some of the
Italian organizations. His testimony implicated a great many
criminals of Italian origin and
decent Italians feared he would
implicate the whole community.
A New York radio station ran
a program entitled, "The Slandered American," seeking to absolve honest Italians from grief
and worry, and from guilt by
association.
This is a needless worry, however. I never worry when a fellow with a Jewish name is involved in crime or corruption.
Where would we be if each of
us carried in our knapsack the
burden for the entire race?
The fellows up in Jail at Sing
Sing are Italians, Jews, Irishmen, Poles, Negroes and Puerto
Ricans for the simple reason
that New York is where Italians,
Jews, Irishmen, Poles, Negroes
and Puerto Ricans live.
The fellows in the penitentiaries, prisons, road gangs, and
county farms, in North Carolina,
Georgia, Texas, Kentucky and
what have you, are white Protestants and Negroes because
this is where the white Protworry about and even less to
estants and the Negroes live.
The Italians have nothing to
apoligize for. Most of our civilization began in the Italian boot,
particularly law, engineering,
and art. Moreover, that boot had
produced some of the kindest
people in the world.
Therefore, let us not dignify
the slurs of Valachi. This too
will pass. During the early years
of this century the newspapers
always identified a criminal by
his religious and racial origin.
Curiously, this was never done
with bank embezzlers who invariably belonged to the surrounding majority.
The efforts of Stephen Wise,
Jacob Schiff, and Felix Warburg

eventually
discouraged
this
practice, with respect to the
Jews.
But of us all, the American
Negro has had the worst of it.
For many years most Southern
newspapers kept an old reporter
going through the bulldog edition with a fine-tooth comb to
make certain the name of a Negro did not appear on the same
line of type as the name of a
white.
He also saw to it there was no
accidental "Mr." or "Mrs." in
front of a Negro's name. His
biggest headache, of course, was
in the obituaries. A deceased
white designated as a Negro was
enough to put most newspapers
out of business through libel
suits.
There were banks in the Deep
South which kept two sets of
address plates: one for white
depositors with a "Mr.," "Mrs.."
cr "Miss," as the case might be,
and one for colored depositors
with no "Mr.," "Mrs., or "Miss."
It is possible that some of the
banks and mail-order houses
still maintain two separate sets
of plates, But the old reporter,
reading over the bulldog edition, has long since retired for
good although through most of
the South the suffix "Negro" is
still widely used, especially
when the news item concerns
the commission of a crime.
No such humiliation in America has ever been appended to
Italians or for that matter other
immigrant groups. The Negroes,
however, still have a tough fight
ahead.' And the Italians never
really had anything to worry
about, certainly not with the
memory of Enrico Caruso and
the invention of spaghetti to
back them up.
(Copyright (c), 1963, by Harry
Golden)
(Distributed by Bell-McClure
Syndicate)
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Know
The
Negro
mittounitionumiliwiniiiiiiimmoutininiummiminitimminniono By AL DUCKETT

Freedom Slogan's Value
There are a lot of folks — of
both racial groups — who sincerely believe that the Negro
should not use the slogan "Freedom Now!"
They say that this is an unrealistic slogan. They say that
it carries the connotation of impatience and unreasonableness.
I do not agree.
But I do find it strange that
anyone should be puzzled over
a little modern-day impatience
on the part of a people who
have boon patient for centu-

ries,
I submit that the people
who object to the phras•--do
not understand it.
When we say "Freedom Now,"
we do not mean that we expect
true emancipation to miraculously come about at nine o'clock
tomorrow morning. We do not
mean that we expect the barriers of hundreds of years to
crumble and fall overnight. We
do not mean that we want to
ride roughshod over others, to
violate their dignity, to trample

PECULIAR ONES?
This is National Youth Week
in the United States. It official
ly
began on January 26. It ends
Feb. 2. It is a church sponsor
ed
observance. The general theme
for 1984 is expressed under the
terms "The Peculiar Ones."
The implication seems to be
that the youth of today is so different from youth of past generations until the best words for
a nutshell description of them
is
"the peculiar one" — completely
different and unpredictable.
Well, now, there are several
ways to look at this matter. Sure,
the youth of today are different
in some respects from the youth
of other generations. Each generation of men is somewhat different from the one preceding it.
But maybe the basic implication
of the term used to describe today's youth as the "Peculiar
Ones" is that they are so far
different from any other generation's youth until they almost
defy description and analysis.
PECULIAR ADULTS
But, again, let's look. It's true
that in this nation crimes committed by people under 25 years
of age are at an all-time high.
It's true that the world's population explosion has presented
the spectacle of a superfluity of
under-age citizens. It's true that
current social, economic, political, religious . .. or just general
states of current culture have
given the world "beatniks" . . .
Existentialist religion, and fear.
Automation, the atomic bomb,
the hydrogen bomb, and neutron
weapons have done something
drastic and "peculiar" to today's
world. The result is not only a
"peculiar" youth ... but "peculiar" adults.
There was a time in world
history when no matter what
was going on anywhere, an individual could figure that he
could look out for himself, if
he really wanted to do so. He
could pick himself out a set of
standards and rules of conduct
which could give him a reasonable assurance of satisfaction,
survival, and other desired results, if followed. But today, nobody is sure of himself, or anything, or anybody . . . not with
today's uncertainties.
When the United States dropped that atomic bomb on Hiroshima, Japan, during World War
II, it blasted men's faith in their
individual ability to survive in
a changing world. Today everybody is consciously or uncon-

sciously almost scared to death.
Nobody is immune to the worry
about when some power-drunk
fool is going to touch the "missile button" and bring on
Judgement Day ... and start the
destruction of the world by fire
... as promised in the Bible.
EVERYBODY PECULIAR
Past generations of men ...
youth included . . lived under
the general belief that Judgment Day would be an act of
God. Today's generation lives
under the knowledge that it
might be brought about by an
act of man. And who can trust
man's wisdom and benevolence?
It's this atmospher of fear ...
this uneasiness caused by man's
hostility to man ... this so-called
"Cold War"... backed up by undescribable means of self-destruction . . . set to be triggered
by past records of man's inhumanity to man . . . and intensified by an ever increasing pace
in the race to out-stockpile each
other in weapons of destruction
. . . that makes everybody "peculiar."
There's a spirit of desperation
in the world today. Little nations, never before heard of, are
slapping at the world's biggest
nations in an attitude of do or
die. Depressed minority groups,
like Negroes, Indians, and Jews,
are bucking in open defiance the
forces to which they have traditionally bowed. It's logical to
ask "what's happening?"
OBVIOUS AND LOGICAL
And the answer is equally obvious and logical ... man's hands
and brains have invented more
than his spirit and emotions
can stand. His inventiveness has
enabled him to cook a meal that
he hasn't figured out how to digest. So he's sitting at the dinner table not knowing what to
do.
The youth of today . .. looking at the bewilderment and
embarrassing situation of its
elders ... and moved by the traditional impatience of youth . . .
is only "peculiar" in that it's
demanding some answers. Youth
"wants to know," what is to be
done about these bombs . . .
about outer space ... about education . . . about poverty ..
about automation ... about race
prejudice . . . about capital punishment . . . about slums . . .
about hunger. Does the fact that
the current youth is demanding
answers make it "peculiar?"
Then give us more "peculiar
ones."
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WASHINGTON
— MARCH OF EVENTS
By HENRY CATHCART
Crettriii Pr. NN W•fAhtHyturt Writer

That Poverty Fight
WASHINGTON — The national economy enters 1964 with
the greatest degree of optimism
in recent times. Virtually all of
the experts are looking forward
to a record business year of the
total business community.
It is, therefore, somewhat surprising to see President Lyndon
Johnson choose such a time to
inaugurate a new and sweeping
federal program against poverty
and want. However, despite the
rosy picture painted by the economists, the fact remains that
many American citizens live in
their human rights in order to
get our Freedom.
During World War II, the late
beloved Mrs. Roosevelt was challenged by someone in an audience as she spoke of the necessity for all Americans to uphold
the war effort.
"What has the Negro got to
fight for?" called out the heck- ,
ler.
Policemen and ushers rushed forward to oust the man
who had shouted the question.
Mrs. Roosevelt asked the preservers of law and order to al.
low the man to remain in his
seat. She wanted to answer
his question. she said. She
added that he had a perfect
right to ask it.
"The Negro ought to fight for
the right to fight for his rights,"
Mrs. Roosevelt said.
That is what we want right
now—the right to fight for our
rights. It is all right for Governor George Wallace to dislike
me. But it is not all right for
him to use the power of his office to prosecute me when I indulge in the traditional, American technique of protesting and
demonstrating in an or
manner.

substandard homes, eat substandard quantity and quality of
foods and generally lead substandard lives.
No remark was ever truer
than that "the poor are always
with us," and there probably
never will be a time when this
truism no longer will apply.
However, in this last half of
the 20th Century there is a difference — the poor, the substandard, are no longer simply a
social problem appealing only to
man's better instincts.
These unfortunates are an
economic drag, a waste of a most
important economic resource
and the area where betterment
can give the nation its greatest
potential advance.
The President was fully aware
of this potential when he offered his program to Congress.
In fact, this sector of the national
economy holds a far greater potential for higher levels of business than the much-discussed
tax reduction bill, although it is
of a much longer-range nature.
However, the Johnson program will face major criticisms
in Congress and throughout the
country on several grounds. One
will be objections to further
federal encroachments into the
lives of the people. Another will
be the increased government
spending entailed at a time of
red-ink spending.
Primarily, however, the new
program will provide another
piece of ammunition for opponents of the tax-cut program.
They will argue that if the nation wants to undertake such a
drive the least Congress can do
is to maintain revenues at presept levels in order to finance it
&operly.
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A sion of Memphis moved to
Lorraine, Ohio), and he comi
mutes back and forth while
I!
Mrs. McCain and daughters,
Carolyn and Patricia, keep the
home fires burning in Memf phis, the place that they love
the best.
It
AND, PRINCIPAL LOUIS
B. HOBSON is still receiving
the praise and congratulations
of friends and co-workers over
his selection as Greek of the
Year. As usual, LBH did not
consider that his voluminous
an extensive role in the activities of the betterment of
our community were of such
as to warrant any special consideration. But a secret panel
of judges in the community
Notwithstanding the well- l in Memphis were invited to thought otherwise, and those
fires
and
close to him know just how
known by-word of the mail rekindle the bonds
admiration. hard and how sincerely he
service . . . "That neither rain, of friendship and
article, too, we had does work in so many different
nor sleet, etc." can deter the In that
directions.
delivery . . . copy for this col- covered the lovely bridgePHI BETA SIGMAS
umn and others in this news- dinner party given by Mrs.
When the 99th Conclave of
paper disappeared off a Delta Charlesteen Miles for the SKC
Beta Sigma Fraternity
plane last weekend, but to Bridge Club, held that rainy Phi
met in Nashville, during the
the end, that our labor of Saturday night before last at
hoiday season, OMAR
love in regards several parties the snug den confines of the recent
R. ROBINSON, JR., Southof note have been to no home of Mrs. Larcenia Cain
western regional director of
on Effie Road.
aVail:
the fraternity was host along
MRS. OLA McCLAIN had with graduate and undergradIn this regard, we apologize
to Mrs. Henry B. White, for recounted her unusual experi- uate chapters.
the .excellent coverage we ence of spending Christmas Sigma men and their wives
gained from her beatuiful away from home for the first from all parts of the United
cockfall-dinner party for the time in 27 years, when she States assembled for the meetHenry Harrisons of Chicago, went to Lorraine, Cleveland, ing which precedes their Gola fortnight ago, when scores and Akron, Ohio, and after a den Anniversary.
of Mr. Harrison's friends three week's stay with her
All sessions were held at
from his former days of abode husband there, (he was trans- Tennessee A. & I. State Uni-

SOCIETY

They Stick Together In N. Y4

:
.

NEW YORK — The proposed Feb. 3 school boycott here has the backing of not only the leading civil
rights organizations, but the grassroots, as well.
The school boycott sponsored by the (N.Y.) City- .•
wide Committee for Integrated Schools, is a protest
against racial imbalance and
sub - standard conditions in part school boycott in Chicago
public schools in the Negro (ssit for Feb. 25) has not gainghettoes.ad the support of the Chicago
According to a news story Urban League, nor the NAin the Jan. 22 issue of the ACP. The Rev. Wilbur N.
New York Times, three out Daniel. president of the Chiof four persons contactad in ago NAACP unit, announced
a Harlem poll said they would that the board of Directors'
back the boycott by keeping voted against supporting this
their children out of schools on boycott.
the Feb. 3 target date.
Harlem is New York City's
Negro ghetto.
Meanwhile, the boycott is
getting the support of more
civil right organizations as
backers. Both the Urban
League and the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People have given
the boycott "full support."
Also, individual and area The first New Year meeting
groups have joined the band- for Club Entre Nous was held
wagon to make the city's at the Greenview Circle home
schools "truly lily-white" on of Mrs. Earnestine Gray, Jan..
co
Feb. 3.
18. Attending were : Essie_
mparison, the counter- Shaw, Lillian Wolfe, Nedra,.
CELEBRATING IN SONG
Smith, Frances Hassell, Carrie
Scott, Mollie Long and Helen
Spraggins Gibson, vice president of AlumDelta Sigma Theta sorors of the Memphis
Brown.
nae chapter; Misses Claudine Stansbury
Alumnae, Alpha Upsilon (LeMoyne colNo resolutIons were made,
Phyllis
and
Miss
Gale
Baker,
Billy
and
State
Memphis
Kappa
Epsilon
lege) and
althbugh the business session
national
two
boasts
The
chapter
Brooks.
51st
the
celebrated
university) chapters
was quite lengthy. Following
officers. Mrs. Mary W. Collier is chairman
peAnniversary of the sorority at an affair
club an enjoyable meal, three
Social
Caswalett
The
Committee.
Nominating
the
National
of
bridge participation
held recently at Universal Life Insurance
during its riods of
officers
new
elected
versity and at the Andrew
of
is
director
prize
McDowell
Maggie
and
Miss
culminated with first
company. Seated at the piano, from left,
first meeting of this year, at going to Frances; second prize
Jackson Hotel. The theme of
the Southern Region. Mrs. Lorene Osborne
are Mrs. Donna Jones, LeMoyne, and Mrs.
the home of Mrs. D. Burks of to Nedra; and booby—prize to
the conclave was "United for
is president of the graduate chapter here.
Charlotte B. Polk. Standing, from left, are
Evergreen, recently.
Progress through Cooperative
Carrie. Miss Marie Brooks, a
(Billy Duncan Photo)
Elected president was Mrs. guest, played the part of "sitMiss Alice Johnson, LeMoyne; Mrs. Ann
Effort."
officers
Other
Berniece Bean.
Many Memphis Sigmas and
in" for a member.
FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
185 Horse Shoe Cove
including Mr. CALIFORNIA GUESTS
elected were: Mrs. Marjorie
their wives were part of the gate meeting,
Callian. Mr. and Mrs. Milton J. Tu- Speeding Horsies?
D.
William
Mrs.
Roand
Mrs.
Dark
'Til
secretary;
10:A.M.
Briscoe,
5117 Sonetta
I more than 500-member-deleMr. Callian is the local gradu- reaud of 328 W. Essex had as LONDON — (UPI) — Amuse- zelle, Griffere, vice president;
1954 CHEVY TRUCK
ate chapter president; C. D. their recent guests, their sis- ment park owner John Biddall Mrs. Mable Gardner, treasurer;
21i Ton Stcp-Von Duo bock
Goodlow, State Director for ter, Mrs. Emile Tureaud, Sr.,
business
Hines,
Bettye
Mrs.
that
was cleared of charges
wheels, 12,000 lb. load
Tennessee; Mr. and Mrs. John of Los Angeles, and their
Pods- Dollies.
capacity.
he drove his merry-go-round manager; and Mrs. Doris
Outlaw. Mr. and Mrs. Taylor cousin, Miss Josie Baldridge too fast.
Burks, reporter.
All Aluminum Body. . .ExCalif.
Barnadino,
Outlaw
San
the
of
C. Ward; Mrs.
cel lent Condition.
The charges were brought by The next meeting was schedpresident of the Sigma AuxilThe trip to Memphis was Mrs. lene Wells, f55, who said uled to be held at the home of
CALL
group—Sigma
iary
Shadows: Mrs. Tureaud's first opportuni- she was thrown Off the merry- Mrs. Gardner, 1178 N. Everor 526-8397
275-3972
Shadows
the
Ward
and Mrs.
ty to see falling snow as she go-rcund and injured her leg. green St., Apt. 4.
secretary.
lived in New Orleans before
Tennessee St a te U's Dr. moving to Los Angeles; and
David Hamilton, presided as she was enchanted with the
general conclave chairman loveliness of the scenery.
Josie was welcomed back to
and Dr. Henry L. Taylor, another member of the same Memphis by her many friends
faculty and a cousin of our end enjoy ed renewing acMr. Robinson is the presdent quaintances at a series of parof the Nashville graduate ties.
The popular young lady
chapter.
taught first grade for two
BISHOP'S PLAYERS
Avenue EleASK YOUR SIGMA GAM- years at Walker
her gradMA RHO FRIENDS about the mentary school after
F.H.A. OR G.I.
Players who will be uation from Tennessee State.
Bishop's
BOTTLE
16oz.
EA SUPER
in special
presented here by Memphis She is now working
FIND OUT HOW - - - FIND OUT NOW
SERVES 3
BernerSigmas in two outstanding education in the San
dino school system and has
398-7956
vehicles this Spring.
SALESMEN ON GROUND
studio of
Full details of this event I also opened her own
was also covered in our last, The Dance in that c,ty.
and lost, column, supplied by MR. NORRIS VISITS
NORRIS WA LTE R, SR.,
their able reporter, Charle P.
Roland, whom we shall rely spent the holidays in Memphis
Esupon to resurrect the facts with his wife and sons,
telle and Norris, Jr. and Ronagain for our public.
ald, at their home at 838 Ioka
Avenue. The family is happy
over the prospects of being
together again in Boston,
Mass., where Mr. Norris is in
government service, and also
busily engaged in locating a
home for Estelle and the boys
for the near future.
MORE VISITORS
We m ust have had an unusual amount of former Memhians home for the holidays,
for we just can't ever completely finish this phase of our
reporting.
We know scads of friends
of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Bishop were home visiting family
and f or m er acquaintances.
Mrs. Bishop is the former Miss
Gloria Wade . . . and "Jimmi" is assistant professor of
chemistry at Atlanta UniverHOLLYWOOD
at
SUMMER
2450
•
AVE.
UNION
• 295
sity and Gloria is with the
Two Mete% VALID JAN. 1-31 I. ACCORD
English department at Spelec.ce Se,. Teems 17e5e0
man College.
Also visiting the Wade famiPAY TO THE
ly was Gloria's sister, Faye
ORDER OF
and her husband, Herman
Henning, and their little son,
Loren. Faye and Herman are
DOLLARS
both high school teachers in
the Chicago school system.
They are all products of Dear
LeMoyne.
They had loads of fun visiting their fellow AKA sorors,
and the menfok attended several "stag" parties given by
their frat brothers.
'THE BEs/
GOT
YOU'VE
THAT
SATISFIED
BE
YOU'LL
SURE
Next week we hope to recap
SO
HERFF FORD SAYS "WE'RE
the details of the parties menING IT WITH THIS $25 IN CASH!"
DEAL ON A NEW '64 FORD HERE...WE'RE GUARANTEE
tioned, and the information
The ebOye check .1 gone eller tbe purrease 91 any lee ,nre re,
about the Bishop's Players,
sr truce or joy •flak. Jug ter or inxit Orem Herff ore luring the
perlod of liguisry Silo 1944 no. tooth • gobel en retei sales
plus other news we could not
nut
to inennduale "My tiny mot aresently or utter • let eleglble
get around to, feeling the efboa thece oor
above check s yowl eft., Januar/ 31 4964 Onty
fect of a very bad cold. Bye,
retell sole wig be nonoved No News eligible
till next week.
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Elects Officers

OPEN HOUSE

„L9-0
LAKEVIEW
GARDEN

4787 Hornlake Rd.
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These are Spacious Quality-Built
Homes. 3 & 4 Bedroom Model
Features Living Room, Dining
Roam -Kitchen and Den.
•

PEACE REALTY
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HERE IT IS!

Proof... your best deal is at Herff!Tear this out! Bring it to

us!

THIS CHECK IS ACTUALLY
WORTH $25-9° CASH

bargain?

HERFF FORD

$ d5°'

/1e/az

completed
To show our sincerity DO NOT PRESENT CHECK until after the deal is
This :hach el he
cashed fa the Dercesse
at s 1.15I0 COL too.
ono Re. RR mar.
Con.
.R•41
ea
R•41,4*,,••
um RR owe.... vv.. 4.•
••••••1 A.II••• • ,R.R•
••••• c•••
Oreol
on A.. IN.
Reef.
RIA

Nothing Better To Do?

NERFF FORD
HOME OF THE MOST AFFORDABLE FORDS

•2450 SUMMER at HOLLYWOOD

NORTHERN GROWN

WIGAN, England — (U P I)
— Mrs. Mary Latchford, 47,
won about $3,500 on the football polls this week and with
her claim sent in a self-addressed envelope she said she
had ready for 21 years.

citEsH

RED RIVER VALLEY U.S. NO. 1 RED

POTAT ES ""H

phone!
Pass up a good buy just because you can't get to the store?
Not likely. Pick up your phone and call, just as you do
dozens of times every week when you want something
in a hurry or simply to talk with a friend. Your telephone is
always there. It's a bargain, too. Nothing else gives
much service and pleasure at so little cost.
CD Southern Bell
...Serving You

80

•
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t'And they knew that they have jelled to the place where
had been with Jesus"
they can think in terms of
CHRISTIAN INFLUENCE
rendering a real service to
A few days ago I nad an oc- their fellowman all of their
casion to go to the doctor's 'goodness' go for nothing.
In a Chrigtisin home a peroffice. While there a lady sat
reeding a magazine. All of a son is exposed to the highest
sudden she blurted, "I don't and best ways of thinking and
agree with this, do you, Rev- doing. Normally after such an
erend?" I asked her what and exposure nothing can take
she read, "All good teachers these things from them. We
come out of Christian homes!" can not think in terms of anyShe went on to say that she one being good without first
knew many good teachers who coming in contact with that
which is good.
did not.
Try as you may you can
It was at this point that I
d to challenge her. Maybe not seperate goodness from
er definition of good and Godliness, The two go hand in
mine did not agree. I asked hand, When a person is good
her if it were possible for any- he is also Godly.
thing to be good without first GODLY FIRST
No one need think in terms
being exposed to good.
Not only is this true of good of being good without first
being
Godly, Teaching, preachteachers but it is equally true
of anyone who lays claim to ing, doctoring, being a lawyer
THE CHEVELLES
are
all
just a little more than
beingbeing good.
The Chevellea are pictured above as they appeared during
Bonner. Second roe : Mrs. Anne Spinet*, advisor; Chem I
going through the act of inTHE MOTIVE
their re-dedication program, held at 1. nlon Protective
Tucker, Marguerite Rainey, Janice Knight, vice president;
It takes more than a mastery doctrinating people with cerLlf insurance Building last week. Each member is holding
Sandra McGlaun, Phyllis Grayer and Mrs. Hazel L.
of subject-matter to make a tain concepts. In al! of these
a lighted candle, symbolizing hope and salvation for the
Knight, advisor. Third row; Cassandrala Faye Ward,
good teacher. Society is slow- activities we must think in
future. They are, first row, left-right: Bebion Goodloe,
ly and pitifully learning that terms of administering to peoMargaret Beddingfield, Elizabeth Hill, Patsy Strong and
Mary Dortch, Sandra King, Elizabeth Thomas and Lavern
bad motives are just bad peo- ple that through our adminArdia Ward, president.--(Photo by It. A. Coleman)
ple irrespective of whatever istrating we will make us want
to be a little better.
intentions they might have.
A doctor, minister, lawyer, If in the class room or pulor Indian Chief may be ever pit, or office, or court room
so "good" in the thinking of we think only in terms of getsome people, but if the motives ting people out of current difficulties so that they may go
right out and become involved
again we have done very litThe Chevelle Social club light.
tle for that person, Our conresentatives from the Social
Winter clothing is on sale at
cern should be of such a na- held a re-dedication program
The program was designed Gents club, who served
as
ture that he or (she) having at the New Union Protective to aid in promoting teenagers
• half the usual prices at the
ushers,
Charmettes,
Cavaliers,
been burned once should do Life Insurance building re- toward attainment in a sucthree Goodwill Industries
all that he can to avoid be- cently. It is believed to be the cessful life. An invitation was Sub-Debs, Gracious Ladies, stores in Memphis, and there
ing scorched or scalded the first program of its kind extended to all school girls Co-Ettes, Bossa Novas, Diplo- is'a large stock to choose from.
sponsored by a teenage girls and city-wide teenage clubs. mats, Jacquelettes,
second time.
Les Dames, Stores are located at 94 N.
But how does one go about organization in Memphis.
Paying tribute to the club Charmants, Lords and Ladies, Second, 245 S. Main and 2850
The club re-organized and were Miss Gloria Mason, past Double-10. S oc i et
that? Only to the degree that
y Elites, Lamar..
we ourselves have something re-dedicated itself to God, president; Mrs. Lillian Camp- Counts, Caprees, Old Timers. Persons
who shop at Goodhoping
that through Him its hell, guidance counselor of Ladyships, Gay Lords, Social.
intangible to offer this waywill Stores provide both work
faring stranger so that he re- members will be of service to Hamilton high school; and ettes and PACK. Miss
Hor- iind an income for the handitheir church, community and Miss Bobbie Jones, a student tense Spillers of WDIA
solves to be a better person.
Radio apped. At the same time, shopSOMETHING TO OFFER
the country.
at Memphis State university. was the mistress of ceremony. pers save themselves money.
This people, looking at the
As each member was preSinging a solo was Miss Bildisciples. seeing so much that sented, she lighted a small lie G. Baker. Miss Norma Tayoffered them a challenge, could white candle from a large or Cole, past vice president,
find no words to describe them decorative candle which 'sym- gave an introduction to the
but to say that they had been bolized hope and salvation- program.
with Jesus. So it should be & change from darkness to
Among the guests were repwith all a us — teachers,
preachers, doctors, lawyers,
mothers, fathers, and what
have you.
IT oft
['or
There should be something
of such a positive nature pouring out from our deeds and acLeMoyne's Beta Xi chapter
tions that people should want
The Boston Street Social
of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity
to pattern their lives after us.
In this new year each of us club was entertained with a will stage its annual Sweetshould so design our lives that repast following a regular heart Dance on Feb. 13 M the
we should have a positive ef- monthly meetting held at the college commons starting at 8
fect upon the lives of those home of Mrs. Lucille Moore of P.m.
with whom we come in conIt will be a coronation dance
'Memphis only authorized Iriumph Dealer -Cable Ave., recently, The next
tact.
honoring the thapter's sweetmeeting
is
scheduled
for
the
BR 2-1361 or
In any way if we are going
heart,
Open 'til 9 P.M. —
Miss
Carolyn
Hollingshome of Mrs. E, Scott of 2659
to project the real meaning of
worth.
274-8963
Midland St.
Parts
Service on All Imports
and
life into those with whom we
Miss Hollingsworth, a LeMrs. 0, M. Hunt is presMoyne
freshman,
is
the
ident and Mrs. J. London is
283 UNION
525-0952 or 521-9321
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
reporter.
Willie Hollingsworth, 2086
Swift.
come in contact we are going
She was a member of the
to first have to have been ex- National Honor Society at
posed ourselves. This is what Hamilton High School a n d
the apostles did and we are was a Kappa debutante last
in a like position.
Year.

Chevelelles Hold Re-Dedication
rogram -- First Of It's Kind Here

oily. SERVICE

HONORED GUESTS
Honored Guests at the ( hevelles re -dedication program
were, left-right: Dr. Charles I,. Dinkins, president of Owen '"
college who said the benediction; Juvenile Court Judge"'
Kenneth Turner, who spoke briefly; and Lewis H.
Twigg.'s.•
Sr., president of Union Protective Life Insurance company
who was the featured speaker.--(Photo by R. A. Coleman)

Thir Houseful of
Furniture

158"

Goodwill Stores
Feature Bargains
\In Winter Clothes

also

Sewing
Machine &
Vacuum
Cleaners

1

Work Guaranteed
E 1 TERMS,
Arranged on Work
Over s15"
FREE Pick Up &
Delivery Day, Nile,
Sundays & Holidays
LEADER
SEWING
, 41 & APPLIANCE CO.
1911 Madison Ave.

Now In
Our

Boston Street 'Alphas To Honor
Club Entertained Their Sweetheart

NEW LOCATION

Grand Opening

FRED RUSSELL
AUTO SERVICE

Newoote•
rnent

17"

Philo)--;)
%I lii

F 1

1 14 \

25°

HOUSE of CHROME

Discount Furniture Mart, Inc.
92 NO. MAIN ST.
525.6679

The Felix Fisher Woman's Christian Temperance
Union invites the citizens of Memphis to join
them in petitioning the City Commission to pass
an ordinance to prohibit the sale of beer on Sun-,
day. If you are in sympathy with our aims please
sign your name and address and mail this ad to
either Mrs. Beard or Mrs. Seals.
Mrs. Hal P. Beard
3179 Ruby Cove
327-9827

Mrs. Claud Seals. Jr.
152 North Claybrook
275-9489

or

Your Name

Your Address

Mrs. Phyllis Cook prepares a bedtime
snack for Kimberly-eggnog made with
Carnation (her own recipe is below).
"The children love cocoa made with
Carnation, too-it's so creamy. And
Carnation is the only milk they drink."
Even when you add an equal amount
of water, Carnation is richer than sweet,
whole milk.*

LOOKING FOR A
BETTER JOB

"Cl S.D A Handbook 55,"Composibonol Foods.-

A LIFETIME OF

rectpe:

INCOME-OPPORTUNITY-SECURITY

CARNATION
HIGH-PROTEIN EGGNOG

Boys-Girls-lg to 50-Men-Women
Grammar School Sufficient for Many

.inh^

THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY
Prepare

(.11.5,-, I (urge glassit,I)

Now for

CIVIL SERVICE POSITIONS
In Your Area
HOUSANDS of CITY—STATE—FEDERAL /ORS OPEN

stunning crepe sheath

Start As High As 54,490.00 Firsi Year

fully lined
19.95
smoothly flowing slim lines distinguish this basic
sheath of lightweight Spring crepe . . . of rayon
and acetate crepe, fully lined with rayon taffeta
• dress it up or dress
self belt with removable bow
it down for any occasion .. • choose navy or black
... sizes 10 to 20.

'Automatic Pay Raises
•Paid Sick Leave
*Paid Vacations
•All Holidays with Pay

No Strikes
No layoffs
•Meet New Friends
•liberal Pensions

Keep Your Present Job While Training
If you are a U. S. Citizen—interested in your future, receive
full information on How to Get a Govermaent Job.List of
Civil Service Positions and Salaries, for which we can train
you. Mail Coupon below lo
KEY TRAINING SERVICE

2277 Union Ave.
Memphis, .l'enn.

8TYLN 8ALOK, second 'floor
MAIL ORDERS: Add 40,P00000 plus 3% for
nesse* delivery . . allow 10 days for delivery.

Went

•

n s. MAIN

•

126.4151

Thine.
Street or Route
City

Ape _

Sex

Home Phone

___._ County
State
Present Occupation
Time usually at home

Edward B. Cook, production director at Radio Station WAOK, entertains his son
Edward, Jr., 1%, and daughter Kimberly, 31/, at his turntable. Both children started
On formulas made with Carnation, world's leader for infant feeding.

Popular Atlanta disc jockey
presents his "Small Combo"
They started on Carnation, stayed on Carnation ...the milk with
extra Vitamin D for strong bones, sound teeth and steady growth.
How does A law student become a
radio star? Edward Cook did it with

amateur artist-and an artist in the
kitchen as well. When the Cooks entera dynamic personality and an urge to
tain small groups at dinner, there is
entertain that just wouldn't go away. always a homemade cake, a frozen
As a pre-law student at Fisk Univer- dessert, (Sr a fabulous pie.
sity, he also concentrated on dramatics.
"Carnation makes such a heavenly
Both Mr. and Mrs. Cook are active in
cream pie filling," Mrs. Cook volunlittle theater groups. Mrs. Cook. a teers, "and such a tender cake. Best
1957 graduate of Louisville General of all, it whips beautifully for home-

Hospital School of Nursing, is an

made ice cream and frozen desserts!"

1 egg
1 heaping teaspoon sugar
1 small can(7/, cup) chilled
undiluted CARNATION
EVAPORATED MILK
V. cup cold water
Nutmeg
Vanilla
Separate egg white from yolk. Beat
yolk and sugar with rotary beater until
light. Add water to Carnation, then add
to egg yolk mix.
ture. Beat well.
Chill. Beat egg
white until fluffy.
Beat well into mixture. Add a drop
of vanilla flavoring if desired.
Pour into large
glass, and sprinkle with nutmeg.
-from Contented Cows"

as

1964 PAN-HELLENIC COUNCIL OFFICERS
Attending the recent installation dinner of the Memphis
Pan Hellenic Council were the above officers of the Council and heads of local Greek organizations of which the
Council consists. Left-right are: Ernest Riley of Phi Beta
Sigma fraternity who was installed as corresponding sec-

Bishop's Players To Be Presented
Here Feb. 18 By Sigma Gamma Rho
The Bishop's Players of Cal- comes a motivation in life.
ifornia, an
internationally
"Occupied Territory" speaks
_known group of actors and of a contemporary scene of
actresses, is scheduled to come modern America. It is the story
to Memphis Tuesday, Feb. 18, of the Navajo Indian. It is
:to present a stage production both touching and terrible in
at Metropolitan Baptist its description of a situation
church, 767 Walker Ave.
of a world within a world and
The players are being spon- a nation within a nation.
sored here by the Sigma GamThe
Bishop's
Company,
ma Rho sorority for the bene- founded in 1952 by Phillis
fit of its annual scholarship Beardsley Bokar, has achieved
fund and other civic activities the enviable record of 11
announces Mrs. Charles P. Ro- years of consecutive national
land, publicity chairman for touring presenting drama into
' the sorority.
the houses of worship in more
The players will present than 5,000 churches in the 50
highlights from George Ber- states . and five provinces of
'
-nard Shaw's play, "Saint Canada.
J o a n," and a contemporary
The role, Saint Joan, will
play of American significance, be played by Ann Morgan.
--"Occupied Territory" by Phyl- Others sharing honors for the
lis Beardsley Bokar.
evening will be Jon Terry and
The presentation is sched- Gary Heilsberg. Ann Morgan
uled to start at 8 p. m.
perfected her acting craft at
• Both plays deal forthrightly the Pasadena Playhouse as
- and fearlessly with problems well as numerous theaters on
and questions that lie heavy the west coast; Jon Terry
on the conscience of the mod- brings a varied theatrical
ern world.
background to his position as
"Saint Joan" is the story of actor with the Bishop's Comthe simple country girl who pany: Gary Heilsberg earned
• through the inspiration of her his master's degree in drama
• 'own faith, crowns a king and at the University of Washingsaves France from its historic ton and has shown an interest
identity in history. Fearless in the field of religious drama
when she believed she was during his several years with
serving God's purpose on the Company.
earth, she led her nation to
Advance donation - tickets
victory and herself to martye- are available from the memdom. The light of her brilliant bers of the sorority. Mrs. Mariachievements has shown delle R. Adams is the presithrough the century as an in- dent; Mrs. Bernice Cole and
spiration to anyone whose Mrs. Elizabeth Plaxico are coconcern with conscience be- chairmen of the project.

Fla. A & M Ace Joins
Bears For 1964 Season
TALLAHASSEE — Jim Tullis. He led the Rattlers in passing
6-2 204-pound quarterback of total offense, and punting last
the Florida A & Id University season. Coach George Halas
Rattlers, has signEd a profes- has indicated that he will use
sional football contract with the Tullis as a defensive halfback
wor1-1 champion Chicago Bears Tullis will join ex-Rattlers
of the National Football Lea- Willie Galimore and Willie Lee
gue.
when he goes to thc Bears'
The 23-year-old Miami, Fla., training camp this summer,
art major was drafted as a fu.!Galimore is a running back
lure choice by the Bears in '62. and Lee is a tackle.

.1.1L1L1.1.

retary of the Council: Mrs. Marie Echols of Sigma Gamma
Rho, vice president; Miss Janette Lewis. Delta Sigma
Theta, secretary; Edison Morrison, Alpha Phi Alpha,
treasurer; Mrs. Charlie P. Roland. Sigma Gamma Rho;
Mrs. Annie M. Naylor, president of Zeta Phi Beta sorority;

William Callian, Phi Beta Sigma; Sammie Lucas, president of Omega Psi Phi; Miss Velma Lois Jones of Alpha
Kappa Alpha and the 1964 president of the Pan-Hellenic
Council: Joseph Westbrooks. president of Alpha Phi Alpha;
Elmer Henderson, Kappa Alpha Psi; assistant secretary;

Mr. Lorene Osborne, president of Delta Sigma
Theta;
Isom Jackson, Omega, Psi Phi; sargeant-at-arms; Mrs.
Marie L. Adams, Sigma Gamma Rho, chaplain; and Miss
Yvonne Hawkins, Zeta Phi Beta, parliamentarian. (Photo
by Hooks Bros.)
— -
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Merchants Who Advertise In The TRI-STATE DEFENDER Are Telling You They
Appreciate Doing Business With You. Patronize Them.

Fl STYLE*
IS COMING TO
MEMPHIS

• KING
•
COTTON

The Brand to
Reach for
PINGCTT ON

C ITPITGO N

COTTON

COTTON
OON

Franks
Bacon
Sausage
Lunch
• Meat

FEBRUARY 11th

AELSOSRIES

made in the J.S. Govt. ,nspecte3
kitchens of the

NAT BURING PACKING CO.

SAVE THIS DATE NOW! .
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Loyola of Chicago, found a
Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Conference. After a three. hostile reception when the degame road trip against Tus- fending NCAA champs took
kegee, Benedict and Allen in on the Memphis State Tigers
Alabama and South Carolina, at Memorial Fieldhouse, bowLeMoyne returns to the home ing to the fired up Bengals,
floor against Alabama A & M, 83-65. It was probably the 3,18February 1st. Two nights later, gest cage victory in NISU's
Benedict invades Bruce Hall. history. As Loyola Coach
George Ireland put it otter the
BOB BOYD RETIRES
While out an evening ago, game, "Dean Ethers (MSU's
one."
this columnist ran across an Coach) had to win this
before the
old friend Bob Boyd, who was The Tigers were 8-6
serious
a
in
been
seeing to it that a new niterie 'game and had
slump.
OffalMallinly BILL LIITLk
in Lakeview Gardens ShopYou can't overlook the fact
properly
was
Center
e
h
ping
t
at
amazed
were
Fans
EXAMS HALT STREAK
of the visitors launched. The former Mem- outhustled by Memphis State;
It took the semester exam- jumping ability
Pradd who stuffed • pair from phis Red Sox baseball star and that the Ramblers, now 11-3,
inations to cool off the hot take-offs near the freethrow veteran of seven years in the (Wichita defeated them 80-76
shooting LeMoyne College Mad line. Davis led all scorers with majors with the Chicago White Last Saturday in Chicago) were
Magicians. The Purple Waves 5, while Pradd added 28. Cur- Sox, St. Louis, Baltimore and however, the loss of Vic Rouse,
are currently sporting a five- rin favored a bad leg, but Milwaukee was on his winter
leading rebounder was a
game winning streak that has swished the nets for 33 points. lob as sales representative for ,key factor. Rouse watched
from the Loyola bench with
hiked their geason record to The victory over Miles w•ii a beer company.
9-5. Two of the losses were sweet revenge for the Mad
Boyd is one of baseball's his injured shoulder and arm
suffered in the Winston-Salem Lads who were overwhelmed most consistent hitters, slam- in a sling. It was Rouse who
oliday Tourney.
by this same Birmingham. ming the horsehide for .300 tipped in the winning basket
Coach Jerry Johnson's Alabama team last year as the plus average in nearly all of against Cincinnati in the
harges were very impressive high scoring Alabamians won his twenty years of profes- NCAA finals last March,
in knocking off a slick Dillard a berth in the NAIA Tourna- sional play. For the past two HILLMAN. PEREZ
five, 92-89, and outracing ment.
seasons with Oklahoma City EJECTED
Rouse had a 16-points-perMiles College 114-104, before
Dependable Jim Gordon hit of the Pacific Coast League,
taking a 10-day rest until their 43 points for his best perform- Boyd compiled seasons of .324 game scoring average and an
road clash January 25th with ance since becoming a Ma- and .326 at the plate while almost identical rebound record that made him and fellow
Tuskegee Institute.
gician two years ago. The laboring at first base.
Nashville, Tennessean, Leslie
LeMoyne showed it could Louisville sophomore joined
The lefthanded southpaw Hunter, a strong backboard
come from behind after fac- with three teammates who hit better revealed in tones barely
6'5" New
ing first half deficits against in double figures to help Le- audible above the jazz sounds sentry. Frank Perez,
Rouse's
Dillard and LeMoyne.
Moyne overcome a 48-50 lead being served up by Deplomat York City sophomore,
four
Behind 43-47 against Dillard, held by Miles at intermission. Lounge emcee, Fred Garner, replacement, scored only
only three
LeMoyne shifted its defense Hambric got 20, Currin 18, and that he had notified, Oklahoma points and grabbed
his
In the second half in an effort rounding out the productive City of his desire to retire. rebounds. Perez topped
off by
to slow down the unstoppable quartet, was freshman Bob This is my first knowledge of mediocre performance
getting the worst of a scramscoring of driving Hugo Davis Hardaway with 15.
Boyd's wanting to hang up his
and the spectacular jumping
Miles was sparked by big glove, so if the pattern is fol- ble for a loose ball with State's
of Marvin Pradd.. LeMoyne efforts from Willie McLin and lowed, this probably is the John Hillman. Hillman dived
came up with the best solu- Thales McReynolds who scor- first of perhaps three an- on Perez and after a slight
for
tion by matching baskets with ed 35 and 23 markers respec- nouncements before the re- tussle, both were excused
the remainder of the game.
the New Orleans, La. crew un- tively.
final.
becomes
tirement
George Kirk set the pattern
til Monroe Currin and Bob NEXT HOME GAMES
Boyd didn't like having to
Hambric i-ed the thriller with
LeMoyne's 5-3 conference travel so extensively by air- for the evening when he drove
reethrows in the last mifiute record moves them up among plane. However, a salary hike for two lay-ups and latter,
! play.
the leaders in the 16 member could keep Boyd in the gray Hillman made three consecutive follow-up shots to give
flannels. He stated that club MSU a 19-10 advantage. Bob
give
to
not
him
told
owners
Newmann had plenty of reretirement serious thought un- spect for Hunter but did a
til he receives his 1964 contract good job inside for 30 points.
which might surprise him.
Coach Ireland had no idea
Oddly enough, it was "Bo" his kids would be so dominatBelinsky, the ex-Los Angeles ed on the boards. Early in the
Angels' bad boy, who gave game, several times Ireland
him the most trouble at the hollered .to Hunter, his tallest
plate.
player at 6-7.
FROM
Belinsky was shipped out to "Leslie, jump!" Hunter got
the .Hawaii Islanders after he only nine rebounds. At one
viewed too many early morn- time during the second half,
ing suns with Mamie Van Memphis State held a 6-8, 6Doren, et. al., on a breakneck 5, 6-2, 6-0 to 6-7, 6-2, 6-0, 5-11,
1959 FORD, Gal. 4 Dr., H.T., R.H.
itinerary.
5-10 height edge over the
1 095 Hollywood
Autom., P.S., Loaded
Boyd is married to the form- Northern based Ramblers.
The statistics are just as reer Valca Terrell of New Albany, Mississippi, and Debra, vealing with MSU out re1961 FORD, 2 Dr., Fairlane, R.H.,
their 10-year old daughter, is bounding Loyola 79-42, an alS. Drive
a sixth grader at Kansas most 2-1 count. Loyola's cold
One
Dr.,
4
(500),
17.1 shooting percentage ex1957 FORD, Falriane
Street School.
TIGERS SUBDUE RAMBLERS plains the effectiveness of

Magicians Face 'Barna
And Benedict Squads

PORTS
HORIZON

The Magicians of LeMoyne on Feb. 14.
are back at home after a RANKS FOURTH
three-game road trip and will
LeMoyne this week oeinked
meet Alabama A&M from fourth in team field, goal
Huntsville this Saturday night, shooting and fourth itrteam
Feb. 1, at 8 o'clock in Bruce rebounding among the inetion's
Hall. The Alabama crew eked small colleges in NALC basout a 6948 win over the Mem- ketball statistics.
phians at Huntsville, Dec. 3.
In team field goal alaoting,
The Magicians will be back Le Moyne had a .11,*t perin Bruce Hall on Monday
centage average with 4*field
night, Feb. 3, going against goals of 818 field g0E1 atBenedict College from Colum- tempts.
rot
bia, S.C.
In team reboundi= the
The LeMoynites hit the road
.81N
atm
Magicians'
average
again following these two
contests, taking On Stillman, with 540 of 1368.
Jomes Gordon, the &I forFeb. 4, at Tuscaloosa, Ala.,
and Miles at Birmingham, ward who was first lagnveek,
dropped to third place with
Feb. 5.
There will be two more 118 field goals of 188 for a
home games for the Magi- .702 average in individual
cians. LeMoyne meets Lane field goal shooting.
here on Feb. 8 and Allen on
Breaking into the recogniFeb. 11.
Monroe
Coach Jerry Johnson and tionchoilguhm
um
-siclow
ro
fC
rinasg
rhis charges close their sched- Halls, Tenn. He ranked 13th
ule on the road, meeting Phi- in individual scoring with 268
lander Smith in Little Rock, points in 10 games with a 28./3
Feb. 12, and Fisk at Nashville average.

i
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A-1
USED CARS
HULL DOBBS
Owner, City Driven, Extra Sharp,
Red &

1959 BUICK, H.T., 2 Dr. R.H., P.S.B...
1962 FORD, Gal., 2 Or., R.H
.T. BIRD, Red, Full Power, Air
1962
Cond., Red Interior

FORD, Gal., R Dr., P. & Air, Black
1961
,
Red Interior, Loaded
1960 FORD, Cty. Squire, 3 Seater
Clean as New, Loaded
1959 FORD, Wagon, R.H., Air Cond.

..

.0

Financing No Problem, We Own Our
FINANCE COMPANY

•

THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE • JA 6-8871
OPEN MITES

I

Cadillac
341 UNION

3100 Summer at Baltic

SPECIAL RATES FOR
HOME OWNERS & PROFESSIONAL WORKERS
* SAVE UP TO 35%

S69.00
Deductible Collision & Comprehensive
$16.07
Fire Insurance on Furniture, $5000 for
$25.52
Fire Insurance on Dwelling, $10,000 for
Hospital Insurance, $15.00 per day with $300.00
$ 5.40
Surgery benefits, per month

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
HOME VISITS DAY OR NIGHT
CA L
L 635 Mississippi Ave
Phone 526-2381

298

half of the contest which saw Central State end Wittenberg's 69 home-game winning streak, the longest in the

•
nummosumii•••••••ffismsusausse

•

R.H.s
1956 OLDS. 4 Dr., H.T., Full Power,

Stellar guard Bill "Cody" Anderson of Central State college at Wilberforce. Ohio, catches Wittenberg university's
center off balance with a jump shot early in the second

Central State Snaps
A &l's Winning Streak

By EARL S. CLANTON, III
WILBERFORCE, 0. — Be- Duarte's 41 point game
hind a 24 point, second-half fort missed the victory mark
46.
to
54
ease,
relative
with
won
nation. The Marauders
effort of Ted Day, Central because Bradley quickly knotwith sophomore center Ken Wilburn leading the way with
State outlasted Tennessee ted the game 81 all, and push29 points. The Marauders are now 13-2 for the season.
State 87 to 81 in Beacon gym- ed Tennessee out front 83 to
(Photo by David Myers)
nasium last Saturday night. 81 with a long one-hand jumpAhead 40 to 37 at intermis- er from the corner, and Big
Ireland
game.
the
attended
defense,
Memphis State's zone
sion, the Marauders snapped Blues were off and running.
that
made mention of the fact
especially in the first half.
Against Peru the HunterTennessee State's 11 game
Ireland was seen huddling he hated that the Lester high- winning streak, despite Tigers men hit 40 of 85 from the
Richard Willie Porter and Bobby Ed- floor. Continuing the sharp- with Roy Mundorf and Athletic 0y-sought after stars,
'Jones anti Charles Paulk saw monds picking up 26 and 24 eyed gunning, Tennessee hit a
Director, Dr. Eugene Lambert, the Ramblers play the way
blistering 58 per cent (34 of
points respectively.
after the game. Mundorf is the they did. Ireland entered his
Coach Harold Hunter's Big 58) from the field as Porter
supervisor of Southeastern
i bid for their services through Blues, who are now 15-5 on (18) and Edmonds (16) paced
Conference officials and acthis writer, but was promptly the season and two-one in Coach Hunter's fifteenth win
cording to Ireland, he admitof the season.
informed that Loyola was just
ted the game was loosely call- one of scores of schools hoping Midwestern Loop play, start- AHEAD AT HALFTIME
ed out the week by polishing
vantage
ed. From this writer's
would
Paulk
and
Jones
that
off the Peruvian Nationals The pair had Tennessee
point and with a confirmation
cast their lots with their in- 103 to 88 in Kean's Little Gar- comfortably ahead 46 to 35 at
was
who
Dunnaway,
Bill
from
halftime against Wilberforce.
stitutions. I believe that I can
scouting the game for Dayton, say this for Ireland. He will den last Tuesday night.
Moses Lemond a n d Dave
the contest was a bit rough. definitely fight for his boys' Hitting the road last Friday Kendrick chipped in 21 each.
Huntermen
picked
the
night,
Very sensitive about the interests, both on and off the
Trailing by only three
up their second Loop win by against the Marauders, the
race question, perhaps rightly floor.
the
quinsinking
Wilberforce
the
so, because of some of
Huntermen's first half-stiootTSSAA THSAA MERGER
tet 85 to 70 in Ohio.
abuses his team has had to
ing fell way below their curEfforts to bring high school PERUVIANS BEATEN
deIreland
South,
take in the
rent average. The usually
athletics in the state of Tenclared before departing by cab nessee under one ruling body, Bill Bradley played string sharp-eyed Tennesseans hit .11
to the team's Hotel Peabody is in the embryonic stage with music for 23 points to pull of 35 in the first half and endsafely ahead of the South
headquarters, that "Memphis
developments slated for Americans. The Big Blues pac- ed up 29 of 76, or 38.3 for the
dm•ww••••••imialliisaEmu masa wasn't ready for Negro boys." later
discussion when the state's ed Peru 48 to 42 at inter- entire game.
•
Loyola had six sepia players, two current ruling bodies meet
Central fared better percent• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
mission, but Ricardo Duarte agewise by hitting the target
including Rouse, on the bench. March 13 in Nashville.
• Despite the rough-and-tum- TSSAA executive secretary, a six-foot-seven Peruvian tied with 43.4 per cent (30 of 69)
it up five times in the second
ble contest, Kirk came around A. F. Bridges, visited the Board stanza and rocketed Peru of their field salvoes.
room
dressing
Loyola
the
to
Nethe
of
meeting
Controls'
of
ahead briefly 80 to 78 with
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
• afterwards to bid the team gro group last Saturday and
Sat. er Sun. $1.25
Monday
• farewell. Also handing out conducted a question-and-an- Vine, a junior high school, was
The Home of
• Set. Open 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
thru
congratulations, was Hillman's swer session concerning the admitted this year to become
Sun. Open II LM. to 2 P.M.
•
member.
father.
•
possible admission of Negro the first non-white
Friday
•
A committee wan named to
• Most of the Lester team, schools to the formerly all- five
minutes left on the game
along with Coach Ira Spillers, white organization.

$ 995
$ 695
$1095
$1395 CAR WASH $ •
$2695
$1495 • SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
$1195
AUTO LIABILITY $59.46
. $ 795
••

CENTRAL STATE IN ACTION

NEW
DODGES

ADKINS INSURANCE AGENCY

962 UNION AVENUE

50,0

MILES or 5-YEAR WARkANTY
ON EVERY NEW 1963 DODGE

DONT NUTTINI BEAT

CHUCK HUTTON

'63 DODGE DART

$

50 Gals.
of GAS

FREE

50 Gals
of GAS

With Purchase of Cars Listed Below

1962 FORD GAL. 2 Dr. H.T.
AT., W.S.W., P.S., AIR. EX. CLEAN

1495

$150.00 DOWN WITH
GOOD CREDIT

$595

P.B.S., R.H., Autom. Trans.

1645

NO MONEY DOWN
WITH GOOD CREDIT

1961 CHEV. IMP. 2 Dr., H.T., R.H., AT., P.S.

$1795 30 MONTHS
TO PAY

OWE.
FIL Es
•WITH

Push.Butten Heater, Electric Wipers, Theeetinnsi
Signals, Torsionalre Aide, Alternator, Anti t

CHUCK HUTTON Co.
"43 YEARS WITH DODGE"
1110 Union • •

Ow lamina , •. U 5.1141

c'w RAMBLER,
21S1-2516 Poplar

CL S.S020.

1416South's Largest Usti Car Mart

B• ALE SALE ',SALE- 5A-LE SALE BALE

Coups DeVille. Turnuose,
white top: foil, equipped,
factory air. Reid nice.

'59 M

1962 OLDS. 98 R Dr. Sedan, Autom.
P.B., Fact. Air Cond.

y

$1195

4-door hardtop.

$2695

1963 OLDS. Wagon, Autom., R.H., P.S.B.

Factory Air Condition
1960 OLDS. 88 4 Dr., Sedan, Autom.

R.H., P.S.B.

$3595

'59 Cadillac

$2145
Gre.n.
Sedan. De
Fully equipped, factory air.
Extra nice.

$1295
.58 Cadillac
with
TIIMUOille
Sedan.
white top. Fully equipped,
factory air. Extra sharp.

$1495

'60 Cadillac

52795

$995

'61 Cedilla.

$3395

'60 Cadillac

$2495

'62 Cadillac

13115

$1495

'61 Cadillac

$3395

$2995

Coupe DeVille (2 to chnoae
from). White end turquoise.
Both fully equipped. factory
ii,,'. Ono owner and extra
clean.

1959 PONT. 4 Dr., H.T., RH., Autom.

$595.

Fleetwood. Solid whit e.
fully equipped, factory air.
Latia nice.
Fully
Pose.
Fleetwood.
equipped, factory air. Just
like new in every respect.
Siidan, black. fully equipped.
factory air. One owner and
real nice.

1959 BUICK, 4 Dr., H.T., Aulom. R.H., P.S.

$1195

Coupe DrVille. Persian sand.
.. factory sir.
Fully AquIppe.)
City car. Extra nice

1960 CHEN,. IMP., 4 Dr., R.H., W.S.W.
P.S.B., Autom.
1963 OLDS. 88 Holiday Sedan,

Autom, P.S.B., Air Con.

++ LOOK ++ LOOK +4 LOOK

'62 Coale.

136/5

'61 Cadillac

$3295

'62 Cadillac

$31115

'62 CadIllec

$3195

'62 Cedilla.

$1695

Sedan. Silver. fully equipped
factory air one-owner tradein that's Ilk, new.
Fleetwood (two to choose
from). heah light blues, toSs
equipped. factory air. Extra
nice new car trade-the.

1960 CADILLAC 4 Dr. H.T., R.H.

$1895

Automatic, Air Condition

1960 OLDS. Super 88-2 Dr. H.T.
R.H., A.T., W.S.W., P.S.B.

$1095

'57 Cadillac .1;•••$1095

1956 OLDS. 88 Holiday Coupe Autom.

1957 FORD F.L. Coupe, Autom. R H

LOOK!. Flt

'511 Cadillac-

Linumelne. Light blue, full.v
equipped, factory air. Extra clean.

IN STOCK to choose from

LOOK!

$2315

Coupe De Ville. Beige. fully
equipped and extra nice.

Und•rwritars for th• Contin•ntal Casualty Co.

SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE zn

'60 Cadillac

Coupe. Turquoise. white top:
fully equipped. factory air.
One-owner trade-III.

1961 OLDS. 98 4 Dr. Sedan, Autom.

2495

R.P.., P.S. & Air Cond
1961 OLDS. Starfire. Cony. Autom., R.N., Fact. Air,
Autom. Windows & Seats

Sedan DeVille (3 to choose
fromi. Slue, white, green;
all fully equipped, factory
air. One owner. Extra nice.

2295

1959 OLDS. 98, Holiday, Sedan, Autom. P.S.B.

$1195

Tutone, Blue & White

Convertible.
black top,
trim. Fully
tory air and

Yellow, w I t
black leather
equipped. fay,
new white Urea.

$4695
'63 Ceding'
Sedsn (3 tr) chow,. from).
White. fully equipped. feetory air. 10 000 one-owner
nines and like new.

1961 CHEV. Station Wagon, Autom.
9 Pass., P.S.B. R H.

$1695

'61 Cadillac

14195

Coupe DeVille. Silver, red
leather trim, fully equipped,
factory air. 17.000 actual
one-owner miles. Like now.

Others From
Which to Choose

3fatsy

RUSSELL7Y
REEVES
_ OLD.leilMCONSILIM
. _276-6613
OPEN NITEES

,

7'INANCIIN(1. DP TO
MONTlid TO PAY •

SOUTHERN'
MOTORS, INC.
141 uala•-1244311 ^
Sr 127.9800
Op.. Evening.
1 1+4..

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1941.

DEFENDER

'age 12

iirst Attendance Officer For

West Side Civic Club To lead Officers Feb. 16

Bury Mother Of
Marian Anderson

Memphis City Schools Buried

Officers of the West Side secretary; Mrs. Lucy Mae Robinson, sergeant-at-arms.
The officers were elected'.
Civic club will be installed Hart, treasurer; Rev. Jake
on Sunday, Feb. 16, during a Wheeler, chaplain, and Elizah a meeting held on Jan. 1911IP
meeting at the club house at
70 W. Illinois st. at 3:30 p.m.,
and the public is invited.
The newly elected officers
for 1964 are James Ballard,
president; Rev. Jake Wheeler,
first vice president; Roosevelt
Owens, second vice president;
1111EARLYgOUT OFS.
Elizah Robinson, third vice
president, and Mrs. M. C.
inerM DEFECTS
Molles, fourth vice president.
REMAIN 14100EN UNTIL 7I4E viCTVA
Also Mrs. Dessie Frazier,
VF
FS ADOLESCENCE OR ADLit.7•000
secretary; Miss Willie Louise
BIRTH DEFECTS
Lee, asistant secretary; Mrs.
CAuSE
.c.,ER
NONMA
AND
s_xso
Ano
ESYSTit
ssr
Nio
ouEs
Bessie L. Williams, financial

PHILADELPHIA - (ANP) all three of her daughters
- One of the first two persons Jackson before graduating
A humble, self-sacrificing lessons in singing Negro
Holly
in
jo be hired by the Memphis from Rust college
mother who struggled against spirituals she had learned
Miss,
board of Education as atten- Spring,
poverty and adversities to aid in Virginia. Her other two
Mrs. Horton was the last of her children and lived to see daughters are Also and
tont officers was Mrs. Lucy
to fame and Ethel, now Mrs. Ethel Delityas Horton of 1038 N. Manas- 12 children, bout to her par- one of them rise
ents. Four of her brothers fortune as one of the world's Priest, Alyse was a soprano;
es St. That was in 1924.
were physicians - the late Dr. greatest concert artists, died Marian and Mrs. DePriest
were contraltos.
:Mrs. Horton aunt of Dr. A. D. Byes, Dr. John B. Byes here.
alines S. Byes was buried in and Dr. A. C. Byas, all who She was Mrs. Anna D.
Mt. Carmel cemetery last practiced in Memphis and Dr. Anderson, mother of contralto
Saturday afternoon following T. H. Byas of St. Louis, Mo.
Marian Anderson, the first
9
tpneral services at St. James Among survivors are two Negro to sing at the MetroSt.
Vance
440
AME church,
1
Manassas
politan Opera House and the
Marshal of Byastheof5u
ess
,
r
ds
dn
o
a
s
Officiating was the pastor,
JOSEPH D. JACICSON
OTHER DISEASE OR MENTAL DAMN*
recipient of 24 honorary deJames
AT 'DIE VERY PR** OF U.
/ley. H. L. Starks. she died at
a daughter, Mrs. grees.
St.;
Marjorie
her home, Jan. 21 following a
week
this
College
Horton Tennon of ChiLeMoyne
Carrie
-rwe /441201 ofNHL'S is we
Rites for the senior Mrs.
sbc-year illness which caused
LARGEST SINGLE NATIONAL SOU
cago, two grandchildren and Anderson were held at is registering persons interesther to be bed-ridden.
OF PRWATE SUPPORT FOR PATIEN
of
all
en,
Ingreat-grandchildr
church.
two
Tindley Temple
ed in taking the teleslecture
CARE AND RESEARCH 113 FIND
Widely known in Memphis,
cAusgs ium CURES FOR.
Chicago; a niece, Mrs. Carolyn terment was in Eden ceme- course dealing with "Great
She had been an attendance
OWN Dour:
tery,
Magnoat
a
teacher
Ephriam,
SoIssues in Contemporary
officer for every Negro school
was
Anderson
Anna
Mrs.
of
Jr.,
Byas,
H.
here. She retired in 1957 after lia school T.
ciety."
Registration for the second
33 years. The other attendance Rochester N. Y., end other lborn and reared in Virginia, The course offers three hours
WASHINGTON-The East- semester at LeMoyne College
shortly
here
moved
she
and
same
about
the
officer hired
of Humbie
nieces and nephews.
after marrying her husband, of credit and is open to any ern Esso Region
is scheduled for Thursday,
time as Mrs. Horton was
well as Oil & Refining Company has
Jacob Curry who is also re- Southern Funeral Homes John, an ice and coal dealer college student as
Friday and Saturday of this
to
Jackson
D.
Joseph
named
w a s in charge of arrange- in South Philadelphia. Prior adults.
tired.
Feb. 1.
The class will meet three the heating-oil sales staff of week, Jan. 30-31 and
to coming here, Mrs. Anderments.
Before her illness Mrs. HorSeniors register Thursday
week, Mondays, its Washington District.
the former Anna D. Ruck- times a
son,
reton was very active in church During the funeral brief
A 1960 graduate of Kent morning from 8:30 to noon,
er, taught school in her native Wednesdays and Fridays, from
work at St. James church marks were made by Rev. Lynchburg, Va,
State university in Ohio, Jack- and freshmen register Thurs11 a.m. to 123:0 p.m.
Evangelist
s,
where she had been a member Robert Jame
Some of the nation's out- son was promoted to sales day afternoon from 1 p.m. to
many years. She had been Rheola Jackson, Ivory Jen- Shortly after the family standing lecturers will be representative from his pre- 4 p.m.
_
Anderson's
Mrs.
here,
Miss
moved
Springer,
D.
Jesse
trustee, member of the Mis- nings,
Sophonteres register Friheard over the telephone net- vious post as an office assistwas
she
and
died
husband
Elder
arid
Simons
Mae
Harry
sionary board, Sunday School
are ant at Humble's Washington day morning from 8:30 a.m.
forced to support herself work. Chief among these
teacher, chairman of various Blair T. Hunt.
headquarters. He join- to noon, and juniors register
by Dr. Margaret Mead, Ralph District
daughters
three
her
and
of
superintendent
committees,
in the District Friday afternoon from 1 p.m.
Honorary pallbearers were:
and iron- McGill, Ralph Bunche, Max ed the company
COST CARE
school Sunday school. She was William M. Fleming, Walter taking in washing
of Columbia in 1961.
to 4 p.m.
Her teaching certificate Lerner and A. H. Raskin.
FOR ONE INSTITUTIONALIZED
ing.
Eastern
the
of
member
also a
He was married in 1983 to
In-service teachers and un- ViCTIM OF BIRTH DIEFECTS
Classes will begin next
Lee, Walter Reed, E. A. had been destroyed in a fire
Star.
the former Miss Emily Lu- classified, transfer and proba- MAY ExCRED 41804000
Teague, James Van, Isaac that destroyed their home Monday.
SPAN,'
Coordinator for the tele- cile Thompson of South Caro- tion students register Satur- OUMC1 A 1109O4Ale LIRE
:Born in Kosciusho, Miss., she White, James Wright, S. M. shortly after the birth of her
lecture series is Dr. Clifton H. lina. They live in Washing- day from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
established residence in Mem- Wyatt and Missionary Depart- third daughter - Marian.
Johnson, professor of history ton. He is the son of Mrs. Second semester classes bephis about 50 years ago. Prior, ment of the St. James church.
Marian's first introduction at LeMoyne.
Callie Euil of Wellsville, Ohio, gin Monday morning, Feb. .3,
she and her late husband, Active pallbearers were Hersinging was made possiand the late Caesar Jackson. at 8:30.
Morris Horton, operated a bert Lee, H. W. Nelson, ,Rev. to
by her "dedicated" moJackson's new appointment
prosperious farm at Benjetown, James Pike, Hugh Pulliam, ble
Not one to play favis effective immediately. A
Tenn. He died there in 1924. Otis Rembert and Riley ther.
gave
orites, Mrs. Anderson
member of the Kappa Alpha
She attended Lane college in Thompson.
Psi fraternity, he also belongs
ATLANTA -Jan. 27-(UPI) to the National Association
- Integrationists tried to get of Marketing Developers and
into a segregated restaurant in the U.S. Army Reserve. He
downtown Atlanta again today was graduated from high
YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
and police arrested about 40 of school in Wellsville and was
SCHOOL ITEMS
DEN BURG, Holland-(UPI) them and declared the area off born in East Liverpool, Ohio.
blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
- The civil marriage of A. limits to pedestrians.
order
the
in
Fill
Among those arrested today She Won't Dance
Boogaard and Miss J. Bekker
was Negro comedian Dick Grewas held up because the offic- gory. Gregory was also one of Bristol, England - (UPI) Mother's name
YOUR NAME
Henry Johnson, 42, was fined
ating civil servant's pen went
the 84 demonstrators arrested $84 for burning his wife's foot
dry and no ink could be found
all
whom
were
of
yesterday,
she
with a heated poker when
Address
o validate the wedding.
Number of papers wanted weekly
released without bond.
returned from a dance, teling
postponed
was
ceremony
The
again,"
around
Leb's
Pickets
gathered
dance
her 'You won't
number
Phone
with corner table and lamp. New
ong enough for a clerk to go restaurant, target of massive He said he was under great
sad reduced to only •
out and buy a bottle of ink to demonstrations for three conse- emotional stress because his
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
sign the marriage license.
cutive days, this afternoon, For wife was divorcing him.
a time they marched slowly by
the building, but then began
gathering in the doorway and
extra heavy nylon cover. Regular
demanding service,
169.95, now only
Police moved in and ordered
VALUE;
REAL
A
APPRECIATE
SEE TO
them to keep moving. They reCars Or
fused and fell limp to the paveUsed Cars
ment in the familiar passive.
00
$
resistance action of the student
with 59.50 innerspring mattress.
Non-violent Coordinating ComUph. in deluxe vinelle. Regular
Earn $50.00 or more weekly In your
FULL OR PARTIME AGENTS TO
FINANCING TO SUIT
2 TRANSISTORS RADIOS $4.
home. Write, Benjamin Hunter Box
mittee (SNCC).
199.00
1954 Chew.. 210 pow•tglIdet, extra
sell household appliances and furniopening push.
self
automatic
Illinois 60607
Mena
p.m.,
5:30
Neon. 5395.00 cash, utter
commission with chance 4463. cnioseo.
YOUR PURSE
button acetate umbrellas, $3.00 es.. ture,. Liberal
concern.
growing
please call - GL 2-3233
a
in
stock,
own
Long
to
ea.,
$1.25
Blue denim shop apron.
WANTED
Etqwgraduates.
BARBERS
or
seniors
school
AM.
VAN.
playing Phonograph records of Ray High
2 TON CHEVY STEP-IN
BACK Cherie.. B.B. King, Duke Ellington. cially •olicited. 13 weeks Colic., in
DUO
BODY.
ALUMINUM
1745 Castalia, WH 8-9262.
$2.000 Lb.. Etta James. Teddy Wilson, Erroll salesmanship offered free.
WHEELS, CAPACITY
Phone 398-7956
Strid Garner, etc. $1.51) ea. We pay portage.
Call
condition.
Place/lent
Ask for Mr. Goffman.
sheet:
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Registration For
'Great Issues
Course This Week

Named To Sales
Department Of
Humble Oil Co.

LeMoyne Ready For
Second Semester's
Registration

Dick Gregory's
Back In Jail

NOTICE

Dry Quill Halts
Duo's Nuptuals

MID-TOWN'S

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly?

January Clearance

LIVING ROOM FURNITURE

9-PC.SECTIONAL SUITE

$9900

SOFA & CHAIR $9000

OW/T

Buy Your
1964

Classified Ads...

SOFA-SLEEPER

From Us

MATCHING CIIAIR

HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD

JOHN F. KENNEDY
MEMORIAL ALBUM

"NO" This is
Not a Gimmick
55000 DOWN,
Ride in

WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
DEALERS

THIRD & GAYOSO
JA 6-8871

WITH ANY PURCHASE
SHOP TODAY AND GET
YOUR ALBUM

NEED MONEY?

REG. 79.95

DiLUXE RECLINERCollin s
3-Position, extra fine

8"
$495

quality, choice of colors. Come,

look and sit'

S5

MISCELLANEOUS FURNITURE

POLE LAMPS

OTHERS FOR
a variety of
styles & colors

51.95 --s12.95 -'19.95

OCCASIONAL CHAIRS
earn. styles available in ail $795
colors and sixes, only on•
in some styles.
es so i la ble
,
Look, coml.
*
oe'f'.•

to

$8995

PORTABLE

Rated at In the nation. 1 Year
warronty.Otilisrs as low as $1 19.00.

TT
REG. 199.95

$148"

CALL US FOR HOME DEMONSTRATION

23"CONSOLE TELEVISION
$266"W/T
walnut, molt. or fruitwoorl.
Deluxe 23,000 volt chassis
for the clearest picture. •

CALL FOR HOME DEMONSTRATION

SUITE
4 PC.WALNUTBEDRoom$1Q00
double dresser, mirror, bed, chest.
Modern, only four.

•W/T

Solve Your Problems With a Small, low Cost
Real Estate Loan

323-

Approx.

52,500.00

55,000.00

Mo.
Payments
S 12.90

S 23.70
S 34.50
S 45.50
S 56.20
5110.82

Be Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
' Its Better to
Borrow At a BankIllemmemme

PEST

FURNITURE & APPLIANCE CO.

.2245 Lamar PH,324-7151

Hour

2671
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fbauththeer
postal
the W
last w
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sho.tao
ldlsx:
Bic
ean

WRS
Smith
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i
lls/440

tpheamptart
years.h
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ctschange
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Bill
until
.a16.rni
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Autos For Sale

For Sale Misc.

275-3972

price
illustrated
for
Write
NICE HOME MIR Ita.N1
AMERICAN NEGRO MAIL ORDER 3 LARGE ROOMS • HALF BATH
Chicago.
CO. 3512 S. Michigan Blvd
retired or settled couple. Near Polm- 60653
Mr bus floe. Stove FURNISHED.
tift 2.3237
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN MAKING
time!
00 to $100 during your spare
A. Great opportunity awaits you for
limited time only. Call 942-5639 Immeinfurther
and
appointment
for
diately
formation Monday thru Friday 9 to 5

R.H.,

Hydro.

1958 Buick
R.H., Dyno-Flow...

1955 Olds.
Buick
1955 WT.,
R.H.,
Dr.,

2

Dynaf I ow

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
Ph. FA 7-6033

5 ACRES FOR SALE
3108 N. Germantown Road north of
be
Ellendale can
Highway 64 or
shown by owner. Anytime. Mrs. (Norge
Gibbs. Jr.

1955 Pontiac
2

Dr.,

NT., Hydro-

For Sale. Vicinity of Parkway sod
McMillan. Profitable business. 3 double
load washers 111M. For further information call 948-9620.

$795

BUY U. S. BONDS
s/95
$co5

$395
$395

biotic

Olds.
1958
40,., H.T., R.H.,
Hydramatic

1956 Buick

Special, 2 Dr., MT.,
Dy-aflow

$595
$595

1956 Dodge....$495
1956 Buick
NT.

$595
$495

LAMAR

SOUTH
323-2671!::

SALESMEN WANTED
Salary Guaranteed
$95.00 A Week
Call Mr. Hale

323-2671

For Women or

Will do typing in my horn. or office.
323-4657

HELP

WANTED

Salesmen or saleswomen to sell
furniture or appliance.
Good Income
Call 948-0172

WANTED
2 Beautician. with following, to
work in modern shop. Apply 300
Ph. 948-8689
Eget McLemore

RESOLVE TO work for good government in '64. Elect George ()rider to
Write Elect Odder CornCongress
mate, 225 Hickman Bldg.. Memphis.

Houses For Sale

Seattle, Washington
Brick hnrne. Top
Elegant English
edpwb.
o,
orb
. d.thi.
i..tr
district.
de.
repin
lige
presti
ed. 1,,,o
t.w
von
z
rooms. Full tiled basement. Panorarnie
.ng Large. beautifully landwaped
Lovely condition. Unusual view-recreation room, walled in slam, with private entrance. Ideal for entertaining
or subtile burin... use. 0001P scoutsmoderate small group or two families
Lease 5200. sell on assumption.

EAst 3-6262
56,000 handles
Lenore Hartley

HAVE EXCELLENT OPPORTUNIT'
for qualified, interested pereon who
desires to make $150 to WO per week 1154
during spare time. Re age Unlit. For Full or pert time tigents to sell housefurther information call 942.5639 Mon- hold appliance and fuiniture. Liberal
day thru Friday 9 to 5 p nt.
commission with chance to own stock
Th a growing concern. High echnol
seniors or gradnates. Especially enlicited•
13 week]; course in salesmanship offered free.
PHONE 398-7956

19th Ave. East. Phone

-Arany?

OFFICE
EIN LOAN
1EPST162-164-166
BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL

Men

Willing to work 3 or 4 hre. a day
$35.00 - $65.00 weekly ceiling
otmds.
Household
Cosmetic. and
Apply 300 East McLemore
- 11 A. M
9 A.

948-9508

SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

saleswomen
and
Salesmen
wanted to sell retail advertis
ing in the Memphis mail:et.
We pay 25 per centl and 30
per cent contract Cl/MMISSiOD
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street

Matnphis, Tenn.

JA 6-1450

WAN'TED
WITH CAR OR STATION
WAtiON
Milk? RE A ou-orrrsa
To deliver and sell papers week!),
Se la ry piths com mission
New
Publishing Company
Tri-Stete
236 South Wellington Street
MAN

CALLING
ALL

NEWSBOYS

$495

BLUFF CITY
2348 BUICK 2348
LAMAR

Help Wanted

LAUNDRY MAT

...

Dr , V•8,

'WE KILL TO LIVE'

For Sale Misc.

R.H., Hydro-taotic... .J7

Pushbotion
Dr.,
4
Trees., R.H

Licensed and
Bonded

Furn. For Sale
ONE BOOK CASE. BED, COMPLETE
mattres, and liming, one dresser,
2 chest of drawer., one wanting ma
chine. One dinette set. one sewing
machine. CALL BR i2370. 2152
Piedmont SL

Matic

Cont.. 4 Dr.
R.H., Dynaflow

FOR FREE ESTIMATES

323-

1951 Pontiac

EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES 1956 Dodge
WATER BUGS
1957 ford
RATS
4

CALL US BEFORE YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED

MID-TOWN

PHONE

2348
LAMAR

60 Flat Monthly Payments
Cosh You
GeeS 500.00
S1,000.00
$1,500.00
52,000.00

1

PHONE
2671

19"SYLVANIA

WI
Bu

$48.00

FREE FREE

with metal shades

V I 11

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

Call or Coffie In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

6 ROOM HOUSE
6 room 2 bath house. or duplex. Some
all new. G. 1. OPPrOISPC3 2530 Cainert.
Telephone 324-0485

HOUSES FOR RENT
South Wellington St.
Room Frame, Duplexes
$32.00 per month
Call BR 2-2115

647-53
3

Special Services

DI

AiThe
on
By
tio

em
iTnhge

Houses For Sale

ATTENTION: A BETTER HOME FOR SALE
Looking for a better home. Ideal central location, near
churches, schools, parks? See this 3 bedroom brick home,
separate dining room, fenced yard, garage, in ideal A-1
condition. Prompt possession if desired FOR SALE BY
OWNER FHA. $400.00 down. Call BR 8-1585,

ATHAN'S
LOAN

N

,TO

HOUSE FOR RENT
710 Madison 7 rooms and bath
$50.00 a month, apply 726
Madison. See Mr. E. Woodside

Owen College Student deeires to do GUARANTEED N. Y. LIVE-IN MAIT
}obi. gas-ssa wk, Fars advanced .
Typing In Home or will go to the
ilory Agency
MM. Altoria
Office call 323-4802
Lynbrook N Y.
Garner

Houses For Sale

NIC

Cub
o
tC"rSuThte
partic
annot
Bo3
dent
fpartorsrria

Sat
eo
versa
red

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON AU. ARTICLES OF VALUE
AL STRUT JA 6-5300
176 Si 17111

ides h
ahvn
ametertta

Cl

their
ir
s:
rerel
helm

